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ARTICLE INFO  ABSTRACT 
 
 

History of Israel indicates a painful birth and continuance amidst hostility with neighbors. Always decided by 
paramount powers from afar. Palestine formation followed decades. Jerusalem region was reserved for the 
proposed nation of Palestine. Israel kept throwing tactical spanners in the path of Palestine nation until 1966. 
Practiced territory occupation by raids & skirmish; insulating self by verbal barbs & border barricades; aided-
&-abetted by US. Declared shifting of capital from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. Jeru solicited governance. Aviv 
glued guile. She belittled & set aside UN resolutions and international treaties. Rejected two nation motions. 
Might to make all wrongs as right - leased  free  from US. Arabs unrealistically united. Failed, fell & 
fractionated. Palestinians resisted in continuum here, there & everywhere. Her subjects chose altering models 
of resistance – violence being one (alike INA-India). Everyday has been blood-let day in the life & times of 
the twin nations. Israel metamorphosed to pseudo Sparta; blazoned self as the solver; silent global hegemony; 
discounted others; permeated US & EU. Secretary of State & Treasury are Jews (Janet Blinken ~ tip of the 
iceberg). Lovely minds, neat hands, blood stained. Emboldened embroiled in covert long scope deep 
clandestine anti-Russia operations e.g., Poland-Ukraine. Russ countered late via 7-10 @ Gaza. Mosad has two 
and Aviv four fronts, respectively ~ next 2 yrs+.  Setting Russ on fire set more on self. Core Palestine is 
phagositised by IDF; Gaza {pan-global largest city province} was free of IDF. International press feigns as if 
Gaza is not Palestine. Other national navies; armies; people & press are mobilizing. Israel is extension of US 
into Asia. US has repeatedly bombed Asia – Palestine\Gaza is the fresh in the series. Corner-to-corner 
globally US is the villain. HAMAS-IDF are brutes. Aviv-Washington, more. Strife is now status quo. Here to 
stay. Loss for lovely Jews, family welfare & Jewish culture worldwide –quinquennial period; oblivious of 
leader’s hidden agenda. Desired home & peace. Designed fights. Israel & Palestine have no natural resource; 
over populated; fiscally draining; getting poorer; cannot continue (alike IIIrd Reich).,no territory, not a trophy, 
nothing. Most nations are with Palestine. Atlantic public cares not. Press selectively up-regulating the nasty. 
Global order shifting (i) minoritism to majoritism (ii) calling out double speak & poly standards. Pre election 
Democrats desire to bomb Iran; Likud’s prefer Lebanon. Common target Iraq. Law-makers love any so long 
there is money (secular mayhem makers). Democrats shall retire ‘stinking rich’. US citizens feel ‘prosperity 
comes home whence homes & hearth are destroyed outside US’ ~ attitude nationale.  Standard. US is strange 
civilization (The Gandhi was right). Aviv bound self to such capstan. US-Israel is one & the same; mask has 
come off. Israel is vassal. US has extended itself into Asia-via-hawks-@-Aviv. Drove doves away. Palestine 
lies entirely within Israel’s boundaries. Gaza is a province of Palestine. Jewish Autonomous Oblast was the 1st 
Jew province provided by USSR (1934). Aviv has betrayed. US citizens & Aviv are destroying a province of 
Palestine (Gaza). Dominance & Resistance is in play. Jews world-over shall remain castigated due fault of 
Washington-Aviv. Jewish despicable revision-less sever-vehemence as exhibited during Christ’s crusification 
re-done @our times-2023. Save & except state sponsored terrorism there is no combat/war. If any, it then has 
been lost by Ivrim. US is practicing Proxy-Apartheid ? 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Israel was attacking and counter-attacking Palestine (Gaza) and 
Lebanon all through since 2020 ~ 2 nations Vrs 1 [WWW-1].  In a 
controlled manner – objective was to defeat domestic political 
opposite party.  She was also being attacked.  Tel Aviv (a democracy) 
used Gaza & Lebanon as punching bags in pre-election periods 
including entire 2023 [WWW-2].  

 
Objective ? psychosomatic vote swing – Machiavellian [WWW-3]. 
Death & destruction caused by such sphincter actions was not being 
reported by the best of the west’s press. She has grabbed land from 
Gaza; Lebanon; Syria; Jordan; most of main land Palestine; and has 
settled a part of her sub-population – as she has a birth rate @ 
6/couple and anthropomorphically is bursting at the rims. Ruminant 
population in Israel is almost nonexistent. Post 07-10-23 she is 
evacuating and also retracting. De-humanising prosecution is current 
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in Gaza. In about 6 hrs of blitzkrieg operation HAMAS-or-Gaza 
(HoG) clocked a gory tale of 1400 casualty covering 22000 sq Kms. 
In retaliation, US-&-Israel (SuI) jointly clocked 10 times casualty in 
1200 hrs from 400sq Kms. HoG exhibited astounding sphincter strike 
& hostage taking capability across the most fortified border in the 
world (with auto alert & response system). Ordinary Jews abhor 
prosecution & retribution. Rich & officer Jews abhor competition, are 
possessive about revenge with a deep taste for flesh-for flesh & fire-
for-fire.  Not all of SuI desire such mongering 24 x 7; un-civil 
retaliation as is being done by the ruling dispensation at Tel Aviv. 
Hence, not Israel my Lord it is Aviv @ 23 that becaused the 
conflagration and has lost the war. Yes Mi Lord U have heard it right. 
Palestine formation with Jerusalem as part of it is integral of all UN & 
non-UN resolutions. Between 1922-45 due to prosecution of Jews in 
Europe Jewish migration to Palestine region multiplied 10 times. 
Whereas, Muslim population only doubled.  This means the regional 
Muslims helped the Jews [Encyclo 2018]. During the preceding 
period, Russia (Christians) helped the Jews survive existential crisis 
[Holocast]. Even a hospital by Indonesia runs in north Gaza 
[Indonesia]. The Gandhi supported the formation of Palestine i.e., 2- 
nation theory.  As of now 5 nations are involved militarily against 
Israel (Palestine; Lebanon; Syria; Iran & Yemen) and 2 nations very 
astutely (Kuwait & Turkey) almost 5 other nations apart Cyprus & N 
Korea are up-&-about against her. Russia & China the 2 super powers 
are opposing her as never before. Even Brazil & Cuba are on board. 
From international perspectives she is encircled & out-numbered. 
Being an extension of USA into Asia’s oil orchard, cares not.  Oil is 
liquid gold ! Infantry invasion is now fraught with uncertainty. Israel 
alike Sparta worked on ‘war as worship’ 24 x 7.  This is Israel led US 
conducted proxy war; being countered by a pan-global confederation. 
Very complex mechanics. Calls for the sharp-ears & eagle eyes of 
history-&-heritage scholars. My Lord, it is a case of  ‘Today’s politics 
Is Tomorrow’s History’. 
 
Aims & Objectives: To topically discuss History in the making i.e., 
current history.  Internal evidences. Less known aspects and minor 
details about Gaza.  Any hidden hand?  Any  external players ?  
Gandhian Vrs Violent model of conflict resolution. etc. 
 

METHODOLOGY  
 
Press reports. International forum resolutions. National viewpoints. 
Official statements.  Peer review papers. Popular publications. 
History-&-Geography. Economics-&-Social indicators. Etc. 
 
Transpiration: Gandhian mode & method of non-violent route to opt 
for (i) litigation, leading to (ii) arbitration, leading to identification of 
prime stake holders; fixing of issues; labeling others as ‘interveners’ 
has been rejected (B) Hawks drove Doves away; arsenal makers 
dictated current history; rule the roost (C) Tel-Aviv and the US posit 
as one-&-the same i.e., made for each other; mask has come off. 
Provided opportunity to US to bomb Asia for the 6th time  (D) US + 
Israel conjoint make the super-ultra power on earth are seen 
combating a mini province – 400sq km- and (E) Operating with full 
might from Israel as a Asian member nation - against a freedom 
asking yet-to-form Asian nation (F) American people demanded & 
participated that some part of the world outside the US be bombed 
severely – on some pretext; are happy that prosperity has come home; 
bombardment window being short are not frankly happy –- as truce is 
on the horizon – not rejoicing; strange civilisation (G) Civilisational 
historical-wisdom status noticeable (H) eminent American commerce 
cajoled free press drummed all the way; incessantly up-regulates the 
nasty (I) any talk about Gandhian or even as Chamberlain’s method 
are conspicuous by absence (J) divide-&-rule in display (K) weapons 
used 24 x 7 are external supplies (L) in 60yrs America bombarded 
Asia 6 times – pre elections (M) US arsenals of deep destruction on 
abundant display (N) civilian technology and assets created – during 
the previous 50 yrs - with pan global money market mechanism being 
used for military, profiteering, blood-&-gore objectives (O) UNO has 
been belittled and side lined 100% (P) Gaza is a province of Palestine 
– fact buried – she was sans Israeli presence pre to 1-11-23 (Q) 

HAMAS’s principal objective is liberation of Palestine – chosen path 
being violence. Palestine -other than Gaza province - is entirely 
engulfed and encircled by Israel – factually Palestine does not exists 
as a nation (R) civilians targeted by bullets in place of ballots (S) 
neighboring sovereign nations have also been –surprised-bombed 
with an aim to expand new weapons testing domain (T) new concept 
in democratic statesmanship history (U) state sponsored terrorism (V) 
massacre\genocide prominent (W) post 7-10-23 Ukraine front & 
occident’s anti-Russia rhetoric has taken a steep downturn (X) tele-
connection between Ukraine-&-Gaza episodes with prominent role of 
Israel-23 (Y) realignment of opposing and supporting nations (Z) 
Israel is vassal state of US AND it personifies the extension of US 
into Asia. 
 
Main Thesis: Gaza (Land-of-plenty) part of Palestine state is now 
overflowing with cash, food  & fuel – all for free on indefinite time-
scale support basis.  Pre to 7\10\23 it was not as much. Her census is 
young\youthful with no Govt., (alike US invented Taliban).  The 
opposite is a fact with the nation @ Aviv.  Everyday Aviv’s cost and 
debt are spiraling.  Young Israeli citizens mostly live & work on the 
either side of the Atlantic while their senior citizens stay put in 
homeland.  All Jews across the globe are also dual citizens of Israel 
(piquant). Doles from such people is acutely inadequate. Hence 
Christians have to foot the bill (bombardment-invasion-occupation 
heads of a/c).  Attacking Gaza is same as attacking Palestine the 
nation.  Israel should have taken up the matter with Palestine 
authority (note – i ). Not doing so proves that Aviv discounts such 
nation. In other words Aviv is a law onto itself for the entire region. 
Hence stalemate. The longer the stalemate the larger be the down-the 
gutter of Christian cash this Christmas. Hence US may withdraw by 
pre to onset of Christmas warranted shut down & Jerusalem-
Bethlehem’s mass & special ritual sake. Reuters [WWW-4] on 2-12-
23 informs that even Christmas Tree ritual-festival at Bethlehem 
won’t be held, solely due Gaza problem (note-ii). The intangible 
heritage related internal evidence component (for our Bench) is that 
there is on-ground cross-religion empathy for Palestine.  There is a 
deep disdain for bloodshed. Christmas also meant a lot-of-revenue for 
Israel. Why ?  For the route to Jerusalem is via-Tel Aviv (mostly air-
passengers). The reverse likely with Gaza (note-iii). Israel my Lord, 
has lost the economies of scale and her revenue a/c shall keep sliding 
~ decadal ! From Polska-to-M East via Ukraine Aviv has been 
involved since 1970 (USSR – Afghanistan). Stalemate ! Low 
technology munitions are being tested against precession best 
(supporting lead).  “He who lives by guile – gets guile surrounded. 
Israel the fast progressing nation has now ‘mud-in-mouth’ and ‘mire-
on-face’. Large scale homicide is afoot. Fetuses are being stymied. 
Lawful adjudication is called for. My Lord. 
 
Gaza was Jew-land pre to Christ, Greeco-Roman pagan there pre. 
They have been prosecuted from ~c.100 A.D., until 1950 by 
Christians and intermittently by Muslims between c.14th –to-present 
day [WWW-5]. Remained Christian (with others) until Crusaders 
were defeated (1260). It is now 100% Muslim land. Israel is 100% 
practicing Jews. Jerusalem (Bethlehem 10Kms apart) are super-
centers for Jews (King David’s place); Christ-&-Christianity (birth 
place) & Moslems (prophet ascended heaven from here). The two 
centers are in-between the two present warring nations.  Bloodshed 
has always been a part of this land.  Such paws are the cause.  Oil & 
natural gas is the other paw. The 3rd invisible being US’s covert desire 
to be in Asia. Dominance & Resistance is the trunk. No place for 
brain. Only heart Sir. Indeed My Lord. 
 
Geographically history of the Jews indicate them to have been 
prosecuted who forced-lived as Euro-Bedouins (Banzaras) and 
labeled as ‘cunning’; ‘have penchant for covert operations’ and 
‘irrepressible’, etc., [Felsenstein 1990]. All Jews are not so; however 
they have a passion for taking political sides, covertly peruse 
independence, land encroachment, be rash.  It is dyed hard.  There is a 
huge sub-population of Jews outside US & Israel which does not 
represent  Aviv’s way of conduct – in-fact tacitly are opposing in 
mind & kind conditions.  Israel does not represent all the Jews.  Such 
Jews have not lost the war.  Why ? for there are Jews in the Russian 
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& US defense forces ever ready to fight each other – for respective 
motherland’s sake. All the superior arms & ammunitions that are in 
the US or in Israel can be used by the other anywhere-anytime (as if) 
US-&-Israel are one & the same ! India does not have any such 
partner, any such policy. Furthermore, HAMAS हरकत अल-मकुावामा 
अल-इ लािमया alias (erosion via harassment by the peaceful) and or 
िहजबु लाह (Lord’s League) are intently & very steady anti-of Pak as 
because from Arab perspectives  Pak is US’s vassal state. The twine 
are also officially pro-India and against guile & appalling deed doers. 
Either are not anti-India jihad parties. The sole anti-India Jihad party 
is Pak (supporting info).  Hezbollah-HAMAS are freedom & 
nationhood demanding political parties with violence as an option. 
Just alike INA (Subhas Chandra Bose) ? [CIA 1945]. Please reserve 
your poise on such averments in the domain of (i) theoretical (ii) 
interpolative history, My Lord. 
 
The Embedded Hand: Bhattacharya [a-2023] in his communication 
on “Ukraine Imbroglio” has opined that Israel had an excellently 
hidden all pervading hand in such imbroglio.  That, Team -Aviv (as 
different from all Jews pan global) had set-on-roll a global dominance 
doctrine.  Arab nations?  engaged in fouling each other. Nevertheless, 
maintained an undercurrent doctrine that “Israel is an Evil State’ 
[Haaretz 2016]. As on 2023 ?  Lame Ducks. Ha ha ha !  It 
metamorphosed Aviv into a ‘champion professional fowler’.  Aviv 
infiltrated  EU’s all heights & widths. Slightest of opposition or even 
any suggestion at any level or depth of public\govt., was wailed and 
methodically cried down – from either side of the Atlantic - as anti- 
Jew to the point of free purchase of complete insulation thereof & 
thereafter (embedded state sponsored; alike VLSI with 
steganography). Thence, promoted ‘Brexit’.  The past master and the 
‘Prof. of Guile’ missed the woods for the trees.  Thereafter, genius 
Aviv permeated all echelons of the US’s administration; in 2023 
Janet-Blinken being the tip of the iceberg.  Failed US policies 
worldwide; posited self as indispensable (US interest perspectives).  
Did not want Silesia & central euro Jews to come at-par with Dead 
Sea brethren; debacalised their dream and destiny.  Worked an 
excellent long scope design against Russ and had set on 
dismembering it - for decades with sterling success. NATO got 
pregnant !  India ?  merits serious inquest.  2000 yrs since the Christ 
on the Cross the world’s sub-populations stand the specter of 
crucification on the alter of Zion’s zest for zenith ?  Russ and her 
friends deciphered it and engaged Aviv in its backyard and from all 
around. Present politics. The role of Ukraine in Euro was re-enacted 
in Asia by Gaza ? The common hand at the joy sticks being Aviv.  
Aviv stands unmasked as the master of ‘dive in-divide-disengage-
destroy-re engage – get not to be seen’ which is a broad spectrum 
model of ‘Divide-&-Rule’ [Triana c.1600]. It is a neo-morph variant 
of ‘Coercion Theory’ [Robinson 1985]. Pioneering innovation-cum-
use by Aviv@Dead sea  (note-iv). Hereon, Aviv will have to rescind 
such doctrine. There are no alternatives. Learned pens and informed 
pals from across the world shall now-on hold even 
simpleton\unconnected Jews with sympathy & shuck in place of 
empathy & embrace. Alone may stand the professional fowler for 
long (note-v).  All these construe as vital aspect of our Thesis.  My 
Lord internally evident, validation due ! 
 
Knee Jerk Reaction – India: In every sphere of life “much that 
wisely may be thought – cannot be said” [Peacock 1855]. India’s 
CEO cannot & should not exhibit knee jerk reactions [Council 2023]. 
Should be done by Jr. officers ~ can then with ease be altered. Why ? 
Israel ‘the promised land’ and Jerusalem (pristine hove\ पिव  थानम् 
and देव थली ) have a blood – trounced very complicated history of 
2000-3000yrs in continuum.  Wrong foot forward is a wrong on to all 
stake holders = political blunder with ramification on Indiaka defense 
forces. It may lead to unnecessary and fruitless bloodshed of the 
Gallant Indian soldier, police force & the Gentlemen officer. My 
Lord, self apportioned righteousness is stupidity i.e., bad defense. 
Personal indignation cannot be official pronouncement. Piped through 
constitutional ‘Checks-&-Balances’ air punching possible. In English, 
Partner = part taker. Israel’s being innately connected with the US its 
behavior is also decided by the outcome of US elections. Israel or the 

US will never partake any of India’s physical difficulties. HAMAS & 
Hezbollah & Palestine have been with the Largest Democracy & 
vice-versa through thick & thin. They do not matter as much their 
Union\Federal administration do. Defense of India runs via Palestine 
? Indo Arab policy has been made to waffle by the brilliant 
professional fowler ? Current History, My Lord ! 
 
Jews  Global  Spread: Facts ! My Lord. Practising Jews are devote, 
docile & meek alike Sanatan. Non practicing Jews are ruthless; a load 
& a bane for all and any (so told).  US elections up swing period 
commences in another 6 months.  The ruling dispensation at Capitol 
Hill will have to commence indiscriminate carpet bombing – most 
likely of Syria & may be even of Lebanon. Easy, but very distant.  
Iran is ruled out – as they have long range low RADAR cross section 
drones in hundreds.  Flotillas have been sent and positioned. Her 
Treasury chief (Janet Yellen) has acknowledged that the US is 
fighting in the Ukraine and can now open a 2nd front [Mint 2023].  
She is a non practicing Jew [WWW-6] of Polish origin; Antony 
Blinken is also a Jew. Such averments has not come from the military 
– it has come from the US’s political side hence is far from real time 
value. May be pre-election posturing !  Tel-Aviv my Lord has lost the 
command.  The command-&-control is on the other side of the 
Atlantic. That command appears as a composition of fistful non-
practicing Jews alike Blinken Janet caucus. These few are 
diabolically different from the general Jews (practicing) that we get to 
see. Defense be the core of foreign policy and history is that branch 
which creates a cool-deep shade. History-heritage is also supportive 
of ethics. Deviations (between current politics-ethics) as & when if 
any is marked by saber rattling. Ongoing My Lord. Scholars need to 
put ears to the ground and make running commentaries about 
rumblings whence others do not, as do अिधव ा (advocates), My 
Lord. 
 
US  Direct  Involvement: A dual front-war cannot commence in 
weeks time nor terminate pre to US general elections.  EU is playing 
double agent-role so that the Green back may slide down irreversibly.  
France shall be the single largest looser from among the non-
participating nation. She has been exploiting Africa [IERI 2019] & 
muddying the Mediterranean [WWW-7].  She & her like minded EU 
compatriots shall carry the EU.  No alternative.  At borders relief has 
started rolling. Borders are being forced opened. Oil embargo on the 
US has been called for [Wall].  US armada call back has been voiced 
and opposite navies are stepping in e.g., Turkey [Daily]; China 
[South], etc.  Many nations have snapped diplomatic connection with 
Aviv [Hindustan]. First time in history. Almost all the silent or active 
supporters (>60) of Palestine have sent tomes of relief [Al Za; 
Reuters-a]; Nations supporting Israel have suspended [Reuters-b]. 
Thus a realignment is noted which is N & W vrs S & E. Few spine 
chilling strikes; a thousand killings sum up as battles and not war. The 
objects struck are mostly un-armed. US my Lord has also lost the 
war. Flotilla\s may float around doing non-fructuous maneuvers. US 
needs ‘speed’. Opp., party needs ‘slow’. My Lord, latter wins ! 
 
Note, My Lord.  Not all of US is fighting. Only a fistful US Jews are 
doing that.  Not all Jews are fighting. Only Aviv politicos are doing 
so. The conflagration has got converted from ‘धमयु \Crusade\Jihad’ 
to that of east-west contest.  The west comprise of Jews & Christians. 
The east comprise of Orthodox Christians; Jews; Buddhists; Muslims 
& all.  Similarly, more nations (new friends) have pitched in for 
Palestine. Unique in the history of the middle-east.  Mahatma Gandhi 
has also been indicated as a ‘Revolutionary’ [Guardian-a 2015]. For 
most nations across the world HAMAS or Hezbollah are desperate 
fighter groups having  "revolutionary justice" as their model for 
attainment of political objectives which needs co-relationing with Che 
Guevara; Subhas Ch Bose; Lech Walesa; et.al., [Ganguly 1983]. 
Opportunity for social science scholars !  Rich nation civil societies 
far from quenching the aspirations & needs of evolving nations have 
failed in democratic institution building. My Lord – rich democracies 
have run riot. 
 
In Ukraine Christians were killing Christians. Due Gaza, US 
management’s money mining has dramatically altered.  Hegemony is 
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her priority No.2.,  Asia occupation is her priority No.1, respectively. 
It is a matter of time by which Sanatan calls out. Intra-nation and 
intra-religion force multiplication is slow afoot; shall lead to stable 
boundary phenomena. Eminence of Aviv is past zenith.  Alike 
Hitler’s Berlin, Aviv is an “impish provocateur” [Time 2016] and an 
anti-dove. She professed profane friendship with Russia yet 
extensively designed, developed & operated the Ukraine imbroglio. 
Used UK; Polska; & France primarily yet remained superbly masked 
& as a mirage delivered blows after blows onto friend Russ ! Took 
complete control of Boris Johnson & Liz Truss mind-&-action. Made 
them attack Russ. To do so, Aviv identifies superfluous persona-&-
characters, measure their traits & assess the islamophobia attitude in 
and convert each to Russphobics or Arab baiters & under miners.  
Has also, set up a vast matrix of Jewish  sleeper agents (4th pillar 
included) who cry-sob-hammer-&-yell ‘anti-Semitism’ at the fall of 
an hat across the Atlantic, in unison. Such model has been yielding 
sterling results for Aviv ~ for two decades. The overall investment in 
terms of time-&-money is mini. It is efficient & repeatable. 100% 
geo-politics. Dangerous. Judean model, My Lord ? 
 
India (due her core competence) should either help reform such anti-
dove cum hideous mongrel and neither stay-put nor Hob-Nob and or 
harangue-haggle with wrong groups for that shall for sure beget to 
सर-ए-ज़मीन हदु तान (apex-land-Hindoo) mounds of misfortune & 
loads of loss. Misfortune on to nation-society evolve-&-befall over 
decades (slow-flow process). Not instantaneously. UN debates, 
resolutions and other global forum records show such fact. Fistful 
Jews catalysed 7\10\23. It is the US that is pulverizing Gaza as had it 
done in Germany; Japan; Vietnam; Yugoslavia; Iraq; etc. Aviv is the 
front office & desk man. Real operators are US citizens. The devout 
Yahudi mask has come off. The person behind is American !  Such 
hawks shall not-&-never come to combat beside the gallant Indian.  A 
2nd marriage of India with such entities may be theoretically desirable 
save & except ifs-&-buts ?  Think My Lord. 
 
Aviv’s master and their group have lost the war in-spite of perfect 
style. The septuagenarian in the White Jail cares not.  Knows a lot. 
Clinton also pulverized & killed Christians (in palpable territory) in 
coalition with EU in Europe against a European nation with a frank 
agenda to cull socialism. Pulverizing a few hundred buildings, 
demolishing a few thousand hearths is not war neither victory.  It is 
terrorism.  State sponsored terrorism.  Muonography   guided i.e., 
moun particle image based [Dobrowolska 2020] ‘deep piercing 
precision projectiles’ [WWW-8] with such munitions being isotope 
tipped & isotope filled are being used [BBC-a]. Against bare hand 
civilians. It is all made in US and used by the US.  Ferried by US 
carriers and even partly launched and-or guided from such decks. 
They are teaching the way of mass destruction and mass murder. But 
then 9% of the US Senate and 5% (only) of the US Congress 
members are Jews. Mr. Blinken a non practising Jew (alike Janet) has 
failed the ‘Jew’s world cause’ as has Zelensky the non practicing Jew 
failed the Central Europe Jew-Land cause. These non-practitioners 
are intimately connected with Tel’s treasury benches and 
horrendously disconnected with the common faithful Jew.  Practising 
& non-practisng groups are different & distinct. Aviv bothers least 
about global ramifications. It has fashioned its mind-set and 
positioned self as alike the ultra power m/s USA.  Logical. As she-&-
he are one and the same (Is-Us). The ordinary (majority) Jews are 
hard working, empathy full, patient, focused, result yielding and 
reliable. Are a haunted lot. They Frankenstein early. With easy can be 
used and abused. They are veering round. This war from the 
occident’s point of ethics has been lost.  Physical loss is around. 
Should a handful of yankee soldiers get killed (as had happened at 
Okinawa; Saigon) then the US Houses shall coalesce as unicameral 
and ratify the use of WMDs. The occidental press shall then in unison 
press for obliteration of the obstinate. (say, per chance) The moment 
the US citizens rescinds money mound from mind the US 
administration shall step out of Gaza (mishandling); home-&-hearth 
wrecking shall stop.  It is the American citizen and their civilisational 
values that is the vanguard of blood-&-gore. Yes My Lord. 
 

Israel ‘s size is 1/7th of Nepal (India is 22 times larger than Nepal).  
Her Gross Domestic Product is 612 times less than that of India. Her 
Gold & Foreign Exchange Reserves are also 5 & 2 times respectively 
less than that of India’s.  Yet she has by datum 22\11\23 cloaked a 
war cost of 42 Billion US $ for releasing a part of her 250 civil 
hostages. 42 Billion = 12% of her annual GDP which translates as 
liquidation of her Gold & Forex reserves in full. More than 18,000 
MT in form of bombs have been dropped on Gaza (primarily N Gaza) 
which in total is 1.5 times more than that of Hiroshima.  Other 
incendiaries are not accounted in such number. Israel cannot make 
such volume of arsenal (bombs).  And, Gaza’s sea & air escape routes 
were blocked by the US navy, air & satellite forces. Land route being 
blocked by the Israel army. Gaza was put into a conundrum and then 
bombed. In previous wars Israel did not do so. This time she followed 
the US model (total murder). The American people (as alike at 
Hiroshima\Nagasaki\Vietnam, etc.) have made it, delivered it and 
have full funded it. Although on face such events-data appears as 
alike medieval-ancient historical period activity in fact it is not so. It 
is continuation of Pentagon’s IInd -WW model [Nz 1945].  In Gaza 
41,000=00 homes have been destroyed; 27 out of 35 hospitals have 
been attacked [Associated].  People were evacuated pre to strikes ? 
Not really a peace loving people’s work.  Any Magistry ?  No Sir.  
The long hand of the Law is conspicuous by absence. The long hand 
of the Atlantic is present ! US in the garb of Aviv has transgressed all 
civil thresholds [Human Rights 2021], once again.  Options galore for 
inquest, My Lord. US citizens love war, bloodshed & violence such 
much so long it is outside the USA. As homes-&-hearths outside US 
are dealt with in a Palestine’s province, US citizens splurge on 
domestic products as a result US’s economic indices show upwardly 
trend [IIFL 1923]. Carpet bombing; killings; home-&-hearth busting 
fill her coffers. Prima-facie material evidence. Strange civilization ?  
Factually, are in barbarian medieval stage of civilization evolution 
scale.  Such citizens\society are full steam funding the bombardment 
(as they did in Vietnam-Yugoslavia-Afghanistan). Precedent-after-
precedent.  The problem lies with the US citizens. Thus such society 
and its system also elect\throw up blood hounds & merchants of 
mayhem who flamboyantly posture perfect in public (opposite of 
Gandhian-Mandela model).  US citizens care not for civilisational self 
control, constitutional checks-&-balances, justiciable procedures, due 
process of law – outside the US borders. Internal evidence.  A 
historically proven warrior nation of outstanding valor-&-chivalry as 
alike Gurkha-Nepal has/will never do anything alike. No precedence 
exists. Compare-&-contrast based suggestion. Something is seriously 
wrong My Lord.  Democracies are initiating & running the riots?  
Indeed My Lord.    
 
Historical Parable: The East India Kampany Sarkaar (a private co) 
& the British Dominion period Govt., used to do the same (identical) 
with the help of Royal Army regulars clothed as ‘mercenaries’; ‘colt 
officers’, et. al., – reconcile with Orissa Martial Law (1805) 
[Bhattacharya-b 2014 & c-2020]; Jallianwala Baag massacre (1919) 
[Habib 2019], etc.  Every citizen in Gaza is an ‘ए केलाबी’ 
(revolutionary) – as alike was the case in Boston Tea Party c.1773 
[WWW-9]; entire Awadh kingdom (3 million citizens) and regions 
around during the ‘Great Revolt’ c.1858  [Husain 1998; 
Bhattacharya-d 2023]; Africa [Kapya 2016] against foreign 
occupation.  Majority citizens becoming revolutionary does not 
empower the confronting opposite party with authority to commit 
genocide and or anything alike or unlike. Not merely Biden-Blinken, 
it is the American people who are contributing such destructive 
concepts, weapons of deep destruction and devices of mass murder.  
It is proxy war (as alike in Kashmir). Remote controlled. Except the 
technologies reposed in US labs Tel Aviv the entity is resource less. 
Aviv betrayed old-friend Russ. Aviv can never-&-never provide any 
defense support or succor to sub-continent India. The Pan global Jews 
(the faithful commoner) shall always psychologically remain with the 
Gandhians, always crave for peace and yearn for laid back prosperity. 
Such pan-global common Jews stand neck bent in shame as the fall 
guys. Aviv is demolishing the nice Jew’s image. My Lord it is the 
Yankees who are doing so.  They have lost the war. Are desperate, 
my-Lord. 
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Gaza bombardment offers nothing new from the white towards the 
Black & the Brown.  Only times have changed so too the scenario.  
The potency of the arsenals and the accuracy too.  Drones were & are 
being used by Israel in this conflict.  Identical drones were noted 
against Russia in Ukraine all through 2020. The moment someone 
else do – the slave traders open the statutes; read down in a 
convoluted manner; gang up and act as well dressed hooligans; go 
berserk.  The occidental citizens look away until cash-cache has come 
home. Once the cash reaches home they change the topic. US & EU 
press reports as if Gaza is not Palestine. Such press are the abettors 
the fowlers, up-regulators of the nasty, act as referee & linesman (all-
in-one); tip of the iceberg is hinted at [Guardian-b]. They see Russ in 
सायने, सपने और सव े (sleep, dream & everywhere). Their Judges & 
jurisprudence do not measure, asses-&-access as do the Indian 
counterpart.  No suo-motto cognizance is taken !  No original powers 
ever exercised. There is no ongoing war – as per the US system. Only 
US assisted bombardment in continuum. US is defending its asset in 
Asia. Hence American citizens are prodding their capable govt.  
Observe quietly my Lord. 
 
Democracies Vrs Palestine: Hiroshima & Nagasaki citizens were 
nowhere connected with war & gore. President Truman committed 
the twin genocides at Hiroshima & Nagasaki. Non else.  He had a Jew 
lawyer counselor friend in the White Jail. Well post such genocide 
that President lamented “Jews are selfish… they do not have an 
understanding about” [Washington-a].  Extreme weapons are being 
used in Gaza (10km wide-41Km long; 265 Sq Km; 2.5 million people 
@ 9433 adults per Sq Km; 65% youths). Arsenal trials are afoot on 
human (all age & sex), on in-womb fetus, for annihilation, 
mutagenesis and settlements pulverisation.  Jewish worldwide fiscal 
network funding such research, resource persons, sales & applications 
?  Palestine (Gaza) is an apt test bed, My Lord (also Ukraine). All 
previous bombardment domains were non-cosmopolitan !  Gaza is 
cosmopolitan ? Buildings are economy constructions on slimmed 
stilts; of minimal flexure strength supported with least iron\steel 
mesh. Structure-to-structure touch each other and thus shock wave 
propagation is efficient. Hence the destruction is absolute.  Entirely 
non-military constructions. The Mediterranean’s salinity ranges 
between 35-48ppt. Such high makes the concrete brittle. On 
impaction chaffs as powder. Average wind being @ 12kms\hr 
embalms her10Km width entirely with shore-saline effect. Year round 
comfortable living & agro-met conditions.  A few kilometers inland is 
arid. Logically such territory invites the evil eye & the devil’s mind. 
Denying and or ignoring such facts are due to the efforts of the high 
offices @ Aviv & DC.  Can India; China; Brazil; Mexico or any other 
ever be able to do anything alike in respective disputed\occupied 
territories ?  Why UK did not do so in Ireland ? The answer is bright 
on the wall.  Status of civilization matters. Furthermore, Amerigo 
Vespucci’s find has got impregnated by Judea. It is historical process 
in continuum.  Do not exasperate My Lord. Palestine has 16 
constituencies and 132 member Legislative Council House. For any 
congress it used to be slung in सू या (space) at Jerusalem until 1995 
since being forced evicted by Aviv this (de-facto in-exile) nation’s 
capital operates from सू या at Ramallah (right bank of river Jordan, 
close to Jordan nation) – since 1996 consequent to (fudge-full ?) Oslo 
Accord [1993-95].  She has 8 contesting political parties. Gaza is a 
mono constituent province of such Palestine with a provincial govt., 
being organised by HAMAS which has a strangle hold over the twin 
cities of N-&-S Gaza (note-vi).  And whereas, Gaza province & its 
elected or barrel selected bodies & souls are motherland bound. 
HAMAS’s strength in the Palestine Legislative Council is 74\132. 
Yasser Arafat’s founding party Palestine Liberation Organisation now 
known as Palestine National Liberation Front ( वतं ता ए केलाबी ? 
{ethos}) has 45 members in such august house [WWW-10]. By 
democratic thumb rule HAMAS is the governing political 
dispensation.  Internal evidence is that it has a (much) greater on-
ground foot print & acceptance among its electorate (just alike INA-
India 1947).  Moreover, it is fiscally sufficient [NBC]. This does not 
go down well with the American citizens. Therefore, they force their 
administrations to (i) behave in their average national style i.e., 
delanda est germinatio democratia (bring down the budding 

democracy) is the सू  i.e., maxim (ii) trying to smite out the largest 
political entity of Palestine – a case of politics becaused genocide. 
They tired the same variedly with India commencing with PL-480 
past Pokhran-II.  US had said ‘No’ to the Gandhi [Venkataramani & 
Srivastava  1964].  My Lord,  don’t  despair. Political homicides and 
not genocide is rampant in India [WWW-11 ; ToI 2021]. Police-&-
Courts handle; UN or US cannot move in (in fact non can).  Given an 
opportunity the west will turn Indo domestic political homicide into 
extra mural sponsored genocide. In Palestine, we note US’s entry on 
very large scale. Entirely, unsolicited. And, she is only with loads of 
arsenal. Nothing else.  Her malignancy mate (EU) is bobbing around 
as a drummer-trumpeter which has off late been altered to as rag 
picker with an embedded agenda to depart with aureate ~ as standard 
protocol; as was the case in Ukraine. Due Brexit the polite 
Englishman is left out. Slack jawed. Her days are pass. Alas ! My 
Lord. 
 
Two Nation Theory: Relevance 
 
The bi-partite two nation theory concept (Map-1a-to-c) is ‘symbiotic-
&-lovely’.  Frank, minor tweaking, welcome. India, Israel, China, 
et.al., should take cue and accept the two nation theory [News Click 
2023] and settle down to grapple with more pressing socio-economic 
issues.  US must ‘Quit Asia’. Establish ‘share-&-care boundaries’ 
with need based barter. Be meek or mad. Else ? (i) the west will in 
tandem come out successful as predator (ii) develop weapons as alike 
fractional kilo-ton devises deliverable via multiple vectors and pre-
announce the places & details of indiscriminate no-delay use against 
democracies involved in proxy war (against India); proscribe imaging 
of India from space; any suspicious over flights; including spy 
satellites. It tantamount to sovereign right violation. Knock out 
swiftly all kinds & forms of devises belonging to the parties 
participating in anti-India proxy war and or supporting it in any-so-
ever manner or form.  Kill and maim as many citizens of the anti-
india proxy war doers – here there & everywhere.  Blinken-Bibi are 
doing this and thus the US is impregnable.  American citizens have 
consistently oked US state sponsored terrorism and other nation’s 
sovereign right violation so that their own luxuries may remain. It is 
not the US President and his team alone does it. It is national culture, 
self apportioned & arrogated though. Un Gandhian ?  Sans plebiscite 
? Barbaric ? Sad ?  Yes, My Lord – solid defense. 
 
Putin  Speak : Putin said  “ US’s middle east policy has failed” 
[Moscow 2023].  Means what?  The US was using Aviv as a geo-
political and regional trouble maker par-excellence and questionably 
demarcated Israel as the ever-green hot-spot –Asia’s region [Reuters-
c 2023]; so that oil prices do not shoot up; so that the latest weapons 
can be field tested from time-to-time; the oil well nations do not 
become competitors against west nor supply it cheap to US’s 
competitors; Russ gets not handsome profit; her presence fulltime. 
Blocking-&-auditing the Bosphorus strait is also a prime 
unannounced hidden agenda (long pending US-UK’s arsenal). Ethics 
in foreign policy to stand@discount was well thought out long. Deep 
and-or- irreparable economic offense is also solid defense.  In caption 
scenario no white nation are talking about economic sanctions.  Any, 
shall lead to Oil embargo ! Competitors shall stand to gain. 
Competitor is the worst enemy of the US. Semi-civil citizens ? 
Camouflaged hi-bred apartheid ?  The west was-&-remains snake 
cunning ?  Unfolding of events underscores Putin speech. My Lord, 
work, long, hard.   
 
However, Putin is partially off-mark (wrong?). It is not ‘middle-east’ 
(ME). The domain is Asia. The US has via Aviv positioned self in 
Asia. Geographically it is ‘Asia – north west’ (ANW).  Any attempt 
to include African nations into such caption (ME) underlines a hidden 
agenda of ‘widen-broaden-divide-&-dive in’.  Happenings & events 
in the ANW affects Asia more intently, swiftly and vice-versa. ANW 
is also culturally ancient, variety full, lively, and umbilically is 
connected to ASIA.  The Crusaders lost primarily because the Jihadist 
had a ‘look-east policy’ and garnered resources from hinterland Asia 
via contiguous land route [WWW-12] ~ and not from Europe. UK 
considered Afghanistan as the ‘cockpit of Asia’ [WWW-13]. My 
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Lord, for the students of history-&-heritage AWN is academically 
fructuous in all its paradigms & dimensions. The white man is trying 
hard to fractionate Asia, My Lord. 
 
De- Facto Bosses: Middle-east nations were agitated since 1948 on 
the premise that formed Israel (Jew nation); Palestine remained 
(Islamic). Thus they inclined towards Russ. Else Russ was absent in 
the mid-east. Dean Rusk (Irish Christian) as Sec of State (1961-69) 
made Israel comparatively ultra strong as the countervail. The 6 day 
war happened with Rusk in aid control. The two cold-war super-
powers vied on ground via I-&-P. Military aid given to Aviv was 
technologically light years ahead of the Russ given ware. Aviv had 
not any money. Comparatively Arab states & even Palestine had 
more; US did not ask for any refund. Same phenomena kept 
happening year-on year; fomenting event after event. Palestine 
formation was failed via US-Aviv machinations. Arab-Israeli conflict 
again became inevitable in 1973. US involvement took further giant 
steps with Henry Kissinger (Jew) involving the US in conflict that 
reversed the tide.  Henry also created infractions in the Arab union 
(US Govt.). He, with full support of the American people also took 
US into China with an aim to fail India [Indian Express]. Did so with 
dazzling success. Created additional splits in Asia. Embedded 
administrators & generals. Created vassal states [Hollen 2008]. 
Engineered & operated divisions [Vanguard].  Blinken is seen doing 
the same@2023. The rhetoric & the models are different. The hidden 
agenda remains the same = ‘divide to loot and posture perfect’.  US 
citizenry is comprised of strangers. Ethics nationale is neophyte and 
not heritage base.  Kissinger was & Bliken  is the De-facto CEO –US; 
either being non practicing Jews. Electorate’s protégé was Nixon, 
now is Biden ! Due strong-&-functional constitutional ‘checks-&-
balances’ such political mechanics is difficult in India. Modi mistook 
mire as meadow. His officers torched the track. He is honest-upright-
&-smart; shall swivel smooth-&-swift. Be pleased, My Lord. 
 
Fiscal Aspects: US aircraft carrier’s daily at sea operation cost ranges 
between 6 –to-8 million US $ (more whence in combat alert mode). If  
the  confederate group are able to instill a ‘stalemate’ the two carriers 
will clock up a gigantic load @ monthly on the US revenue account 
(Tax payer’s money). Biden has made a bid for 150 Billion US $.  
Elections are expensive. Victory trumpet appears more positive for 
Republicans. Last parting self-help has to be designed & dispensed 
with pre to sayonara (goodbye). Among the numerous ways of 
recycling (aid fractions soft-landing in deep pockets) the route via 
aircraft carriers is the most bountiful. This is US variant of ‘special 
monetary operation’  (obverse) cum ‘special military assistance’ 
(reverse). It is secular, suave and smart beyond horizon hold. The US 
ruling dispensation has grabbed 07\10 event for pre husting image 
building; public money diversion; pocket filling; deflecting public 
rancidity off from its laughable failure in Ukraine AND Covid-19 
severe bungling.  On the other hand, Israel is draining self [Vohra 
2023] and whereas Palestine confederation is alleged to be 
overflowing with mondus promises, including for HAMAS, Fattah & 
all future actions [Reuters-d 2023].  Look My Lord : Gold & Forex 
Reserves of India; Israel & Palestine are as 580MT\600 Billion US$  
(In); 112MT\200 Billion US$ (Is) and 00MT\572 Million US$ (P), 
respectively.  Palestine is an asset-less state and a net loss a/c ?  Self 
prescribed posturing is being done. All are in the trapeze (note-vii). 
US press, public & parliamentary process are angling. Courts ? in self 
quarantine. Among such quad, the US public is the real culprit. Why ? 
For they value money above blood-&-womb. Wider war will not 
break out. War is between two nations. In the instant case DC-Aviv & 
their well funded rich press wants students of history & heritage to 
believe that Gaza (a province of Palestine) is a independent nation !  
Topsy-turvy, My Lord ? 
 
Aviv & US are double engine train (dual node-axis). The oppo., party 
is a confederation of nations (allies). Should such allies tie down the 
US in the Mediterranean; adopt Guerilla method; heat up the Oil & 
Gas market; impose asyclic select embargos; route blockages ban 
high-sea sale then the narrative in the occident press & podiums will 
alter and get unmasked.  Such press & public shall cry hoarse & yell 
‘nightmare’, and call for heightened bloodshed of the opposite parties. 

Six months ago this pen expected oil prices rise due to such strife. 
However, the reality is that (i) Blinken convinced Saudis not to so 
that US can indulge in dual scenario war (ii) oil producers are spine 
less (iii) want to fund a long drawn conflict and bleed the opposite 
party. Thus far has been the longest war of Israel ? Hence, the prices 
may take a down turn. Caveat ? Israel back walks from Gaza and 
turns into a dove then oil prices will rise (inverse oil-economy 
syndrome). If Persia-&-Arabia make common cause then only prices 
can rise. Difficult, as Persia is in Asia camp and Arabia in American 
camp. Aviv shall have bad-bad days. Jews outside Israel shall remain 
well off. Two distinct groups. Cross Atlantic logistic costs shall get 
affected [BEA 2023] with advantage for Palestine cause. London 
Stock Exchange will wobble shockingly ~ good for the 3rd world.  
Many a thing will happen. Hanoi blockage had failed with a flop (UK 
opposed US’s Vietnam plan as alike Russ opposing US’s middle-east 
policy). The Pacific’s entire eastern rim virtually got bereft of US 
boots. Her merchandise has been swept offshore. EU took birth. UK 
down-slide commenced; Hong Kong was lost (UK took major hits). 
Competition came home. Americans do not like competition [South 
China]. In place of ‘annihilation of the opposition’ (Marx) they 
practice ruthlessly ‘annihilation of competition’. Their political 
parties are scared of such deep-entrenched all pervading social factor. 
Success against sovereign nations world-wide ranging decades has 
deepened ‘malignancy of mind’. Thus the premeditated Middle-east 
blockade; Syria bombardment; singling Iran out; etc., (note : viii). All 
this will eventually fail. Why ? for such practice has led to the genesis 
& firming of the EU; debt syndrome. The Є shall further evangelise. 
Not merely money and or hegemony nor shame it is absence of 
parental ethics that persists as Sam’s shadow.  American citizen’s 
family level focus is ‘personality-posture-prout’ and not ‘character 
building’. Are not bothered about shame. Will continue. Remain 
assured. Look forward My Lord.   
 
Occidental Press Paddled Options: Incessant, impish provocation; 
not calling in neighbors during difficulties and trouble times; living 
off US money; going around with a cloak of ‘prosecuted’; over 
indulgence in super-power politics; positing self as ‘Tarzan of 
Technopolitics’ [Hecht 2011], etc., enabled Aviv to outsmart EU.  
The eminent occident desire all to tick any one option from (a) & (b) 
while not mentioning (c) & (d).  Option (a) the 07-10-23  event may 
be viewed also as HAMAS’s  nationhood demand commemorative 
strike (b) it was aimed at derailing Arabia-Aviv détente alias relation 
~ least likely      (c) Russia needed to avenge Aviv’s role in Ukraine 
imbroglio specially the use of commercial and domestic drones 
coupled with anti-armour weapons; super optics; private & spy 
satellites; specialists and other types of man power; concealed 
military participation; setting loose a large team of Goebbels; apart 
instigating the Silesian Jews against Russ. Post Hitler non had 
inflicted onto Russia as much loss as has Aviv done in 2020. Which 
only a coward can forgive and a wayward can forget (d) Moreover, 
the whole region is Asia. To call the affected region as ‘middle east’ 
may be another beyond the visible range ploy. An insatiable desire to 
divide ?  Russ is resourceful.  Asia is super resourceful. US not as 
much.  EU almost exhausted. UK exhausted. Exploitation urgency. 
Truncation of Asia is warranted. True as blood red, My Lord. 
 
Historical  Recap: Turmoil torn caption’s greater domain was known 
as ‘Roman Palestine’ till c.4th  A.D., (Palaestina Secunda; Orthodox 
Christian-dominant); and thereafter as Syrian-Palestine as part of 
Ottoman empire (islam-dominant) till 1919 [Kâtip Çelebi c.17th 
A.D.].  During WW-I (1914-18) Ottoman empire (Islam) was pitched 
against UK.  To counter adversaries frank assistance from Islam was 
availed by colonial UK and embedded\covert assistance from Jews ?  
In 1915, vide ‘Hussein-McMahon Correspondence’ [Friedman 1970] 
she promised independence to (only) Ottoman’s Palestine vilayet,  
Silent about Jeru. There was no boundary delimitation neither any 
mention of Jews (they were included in the term ‘Arab’).  In 1916, 
UK re-pledged the same territories for sharing (post victory in WW-I) 
with colonial France via the secrete ‘Sykes-Picot Agreement’ and 
setting apart Jerusalem as future ‘international zone’ [Fitzgerald 
1994]. There was boundary delimitation [Yitzhak 2000].  
Independence to that vilayet was discounted. Any inference to Jews or 
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their roles & aspirations was given a resounding silence.  In 2017, UK 
further issued another official statement i.e., ‘Balfour Declaration’ 
[Balfour 1917] wherein a ‘Jewish Home’(sans Jeru) within ‘Palestine’ 
was discussed for the very same territory. Now, between 1915-to-20 
in-place of independence to ‘Palestine vilayet’ a neo concept-entity of 
‘Jewish Home’ was introduced. The real issue of ‘Jews-&-Palestine’ 
or ‘Islam-&-Jews’ was spun as Jews-&-Arabs’. Never-ever debated in 
Press nor in Parliament or by ‘Committee of Union and Progress’. 
Such policy oriented assessment; averment & apportionings 
convoluted, contradicted, confabulated and or undermined each-other 
in whole & in parts or parcels resulting in cancellation; renegation 
due state sponsored deceit\cheating ?  Balfour presumed victory vrs 
Ottoman empire. He meant, post victory bifurcation of the historical 
Palestine vilayet and formation of (# i) British protectorate called 
‘Jewish home’ (sans Jeru) AND (# ii) an independent ‘Palestine’ 
nation (with Jeru). Such exercise was knowledge based wish; map-
less with no boundary delimitation. Known facts based deduction 
follows as : ~ 
 

(#-i) ‘Jewish Home’, (conjecturally & anecdotally) comprising the 
territories to the N of  Fara & Zarka (R-&-L tributaries of Jordan 
river, respectively). Such UK- protectorate ‘home’ for Jews to be 
inside Palestine vilayet; not any independent nation. Homers 
(Jews) were not to push or shove other faith adherents and or do 
nothing alike-or-unlike that would be prejudicial in any-so-ever 
manner or form. No immigration was conceptualized nor do the 
scope, content, syntax or letters (Balfour’s) connote. Such ‘home’ 
was uncenated in mythology & based on ground on thin 
population.  Real proposers & propellants being extra-mural Jews.       
(#-ii) ‘Palestine’. The remaining territory of the erstwhile 
Ottoman vilayet by name ‘Syrian Palestine’. Included Jerusalem 
& Gaza. Islam thick – on ground (Jews & Christians also thin 
presence). Change of name from ‘Syrian Palestine Vilayet’ to 
‘Palestine’; altered territory size & boundary. Jrusalem’s status; 
homer’s rights-&-duties; existing land ownership, new purchase 
rights; etc., (?) diligence due. 
 
# i + # ii combined, spanned ‘Syrian Palestine vilayet’ of Ottoman  
(Osman dynasty; Dominion power). Vilayet (िबधव देश) = ‘far 
flung province’ regional Governor was Prophet’s filial Hashemite 
Dynasty; on ground overwhelming Islam; location - Map1a-to-1c. 
Jerusalem was under Ottoman (Istanbul) via Hashemite of Jordan 
alias Syria. UK covertly also desired to extrite Jerusalem the 
poly-religion apex holy hove from the clutches of Islam-&-Jews.  
It is omniscient that between the Jews & Islam the Occident 
preferred Jews.  Jesus, My Lord. 
 

Jews viewed Hussein+McMahon+Balfour’s as a platform to secure a 
‘Jewish Home’ via UK. Jews helped UK covertly. Islam’s objective 
was वाधीन फ़िल तीन (free Palestine) from Osman; helped UK 
overtly with remnants of ‘Janissary corps’ [Veinstein 2013], etc. UK 
won WW-I yet dithered on वतं  फ़िल तीन.  Jew negotiators were 
Anglo-Saxon enabled Europeans afar from ground located@ London-
&-Paris, negated Balfour in 1919. On ground Jews were thin. On-
ground Islam was thick; only Arabic enabled; absent @ London-&-
Paris; remained oblivious about Jew’s askings; interventions; 
negation, AND alterations; dilution; double-play & assurance 
sundering by UK. Officially, nothing happened. Jews-&-Islam got 
nothing. Land Lord (Hashemite) went to the trespasser for arbitration 
!  UK-&-France (trespasser duo) full-steam exploited natural 
resources of middle-east via Palestine-Phonecia sea-front. Jews took a 
cue, immigrated en-mass.  लेश (pain) ?  visit The Gandhi [History 
2018], My Lord. 
 
In-between, victor UK signed 5 more agreements @ ‘The Paris Peace 
Conference’ 1919-20 (League of Nations) & re-drew the boundaries 
of the same territory [Tamari 2017]. Jews petitioned as ‘Zionist 
Organisation’s Statement’ for a ‘Jewish state’ (2-1919) i.e., a shift 
from ‘home’ to ‘state’ (nation).  Islam parties remained oblivious 
about such demand for a ‘Jewish State’ inside Palestine.  In 1937 UK 
re-perused ‘Balfour’ via ‘Peel Commission’ [UK Govt-a]. Peel 
trifurcated Syrian Palestine vilayet into ‘independent nations’ with 

differing names (a) Arab State ~ Islam (b) Jewish State ~ Jew and a 
third as (c) neutral British Mandate ~ Christian; Map-1a & 1b. Jeru 
comes in for the 1st time. Jews accepted. Islam objected. UK declared 
it un-implementable-1938. UK’s ‘mandate’ terminated in 11\1947 
(post Indo independence). Syrian Palestine vilayet  remained intact on 
ground and in paper until UN dispensed with in 1947.  Between 1917-
&-47, via select leaks UK mentioned-&-cautioned ‘Mohammedans & 
Christians not to be disturbed; Jews not to Lord over natives’. Post 
such averments & pronouncements from British high offices Jews 
continued immigrating; altered the demography, human geography & 
land ownership (of Palestine vilayet). Post UN-GAR 181 practised 
state sponsored encroachment, ownership conversion aided-&-abetted 
by American citizens, corporate & Tax cash. You have read it right, 
My Lord. 
 
अ ोपदी : Octa Gradus 
 
My Lord, we can re-read the averred in a chronological manner i.e., 
lower datum towards the upper :~  The Hussein-McMahon nexus 
(1915) was necessitated as the Ottoman empire (Old man) while 
collapsing was with the opposite camp (overarching stimulus-1). The 
stimulus for Sykes-Picot (1916) was the need to secure Iraq oil fields 
especially during the conflagration (overarching stimulus-2).  The 
Balfour Declaration (1917) desired a clean slate bereft of Sykes-Picot 
shadow for the victorious benign crown & its subjects (overarching 
stimulus-3). Paris Peace Conference’ 1919 (League of Nations) Jews 
pitched in with a ‘Zionist Organisation’s Statement’ for a ‘Jewish 
state. In place of ‘home’ they asked for ‘state\nation’.  At such stage 
(1920) Secretary Of State For India a practicing Jew called Zionism 
"a mischievous political creed" [Montagu 1920]. Thus the Jews 
emerge as cause & becausers even for the seasoned professional 
British Empire managers (overarching stimulus-4).  Between 1920-37 
the Sun did not set on the Union Jack (Hitler was in offing mode). UK 
was in sun-shine glory and was in a mood to re-boot the issues that 
plagued her empire (overarching stimulus-5). In 1937  UK set up the 
‘Peel Commission’ which granted to the Jews a ‘Jewish State’ by 
theoretically extriting (40%) territory post theoretically trifurcating 
‘Syrian Palestine Vilayet’.  Peel’s was the 1st statutory body that 
engaged the complex issue. It failed (due Jewish machinations); they 
wanted more. ‘Syrian Palestine Vilayet’ remained in-situ. Jewish 
influx commenced. Confabulating interests on ground got translated 
as ‘dominance-vrs-resistance’ i.e., conflicts (overarching stimulus-6). 
Non Jews felt UK to be partisan. Jews used their euro location and 
Anglo-Saxon abilities to pester.  1939 WW-II commenced. Jews 
assisted UK.  WW-II exhausted UK. At termination Jews wore a 
picture for endless sympathy. British Mandate over Palestine ended in 
11\47 UK felt a need to let go the malignancies (overarching 
stimulus-7). UNO had been formed & was functioning. In 1947 the 
UN vide GAR 181 granted a ‘Jewish State’ by actually extriting 
(56%) territory post actually trifurcating ‘Syrian Palestine Vilayet’; 
sans Jerusalem. The new castrated region in 1948 was christened as 
‘Israel’ (Map-2).  UN seal becaused poly-axial immigration flood 
leading to mutation of  Palestine’s  socio-cultural canvas.  Europe & 
even Russ had a numb-to-palpable doubts-&-disdain for Jews thus 
1950 onwards designed delectable vestibules for exodus (overarching 
stimulus-8). Soon, Israel became seam-bursting ready to take on the 
nations of the world = Caption.    
 
US can be; the UK cannot be labeled as pro-Zion nor as anti (on the 
basis of available data & eye witness).  UK perused its own time-&-
tide based objective of global hegemony. The difference between UK 
of 1920 & US of 2020 in brief are as follows : UK was burdened with 
a deep cultural heritage; erudite; polite; methodic; conservative; 
historical grasp of subjects; feel about global ramifications; with 
wafting bureaucracy. US transpires as sans such characteristics. 
Moreover, She is impatient, ruthless, is jelous with a unquenchable 
greed for gold-&-gas. UK desired & kept the Jews at length. US has 
long taken on a Jewish demeanor. In-fact (with due humility), seems 
to be ‘pregnant’.  Either, imperialist all-the-way. These apart, the fact 
remains evergreen that not always for lolly neither due folly 
bureaucracy bungles as ‘time pass’.  Sword smites. Ruffian howls. 
Guile fowls. Pen pals. History becomes Rome, My Lord. 
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Special Connectivity Note:  Same model of negotiation is noted 
between the freedom aspiring Indians and Imperial-Colonial Britons 
(1920-47).  In the sub-continent, Islam had cozied  upto UK; played 
cloak-&-dagger. Failed with face full feces. Hindoos had distanced, 
put everything on the table and which-all got translated into 
vernacular.  Sanatan sunk  Shy Lock’s ship for ever; unlimited  by 
border.  Lenin unmasked the ‘Sykes-Picot Agreement’ (1917).  In 
middle-east it led Ata-Turk  to negate the Sèvres Treaty (1920).  And, 
via a contrasting model (violent route for ousting foreign yoke alike 
HAMAS ?) he steered his nation with good success (limited by border 
of history-&-geography).        , My Lord. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As per Peel’s Prescription, 25 % ‘ of the Syrian Palestine’ was 
apportioned to make the ‘Jewish State’.  63% territory for Palestine 
(Islam). 12% territory region was wrenched for Jerusalem and put 
under ‘British Mandate’ (Union Jack).  It had a sperm shaped E-W 
lay connecting Jerusalem region with the sea –Map 1a-&-b. It 
followed the making of the Jewish Oblast (note :: ix)  WW-II ended, 
UNO formed on 24\10\45.  UN General Assembly set up UNSCOP 
which was boycotted by Arabs [UN-a 1947].  UNGAR #181-
(II),19\11\1947 [UN-b 1993 & d]a Jew lobbied draft increased 
‘Jewish State’s share to 56% i.e., an increase by an order of 224% and 
reduction of  Peel’s Palestine by ½  = big compromise [Jewish-a 
Virtual].  UNSCOP published a ‘Palestine Proposed Partition Map’ 
[UN-c 1947]; Map-1c.  

Geographic  Hieroglyphics 
 

 
 

Map-1 : Partition plan proposed by the Peel Commission report, 1937. Encyclopædia . Britannica, Inc. Declared un-implementable 1938. 
NOTE  there is No Gaza. Only Palestine.  Gaza was created by Israel post its military campaigns.  Peel’s prescription lived till 1947. 

Map 1a is for scholars (geography enabled).  Map 1b is for general public.  The present ground position is 100% opposite. 
The less brainy straight forward ever squabbling Moslems have been fooled by Shy Locke & Co ??  Think-is-a-socho ? 

Source :::  https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/the-peel-commission 
https://www.livemint.com/Politics/r8Ys92tbtupKEfPdQvoGmI/India-unlikely-to-support-US-move-to-recognize-Jerusalem-as.html 
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Such new nation got recognized by USSR, UK & US – as ‘Jewish 
State’. Such ‘Jewish State’ got renamed as ‘Israel’ by the Knesset 
(Senate). Records indicate that Peel’s Palestine got a reduced territory 
than that of Balfour’s Palestine. UN reduced it by half.  Recalcitrant 
attitude; belligerency; repeat wars and Israel’s eminent need reduced 
it further. UN’s proposed partition map (in Francophone, Map-1-c) 
does have the phone ‘Palestine’ for the whole domain and post 
trifurcation the Islam portion is indicated as ‘Arab State’.  The phone 
‘Palestine’ lysed & died in the hands of the UN? OR miscarriage by 
the whip, or the chief, or mischief by someone rich?  Please order an 
inquest, My Lord ? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Anyway, This (Israel) was the 2nd Jewish State. It was again only on 
paper & map. Territory demarcation happened in 1948 and got the 
name ‘Israel’.  The 1st mapped territory based ‘Jewish State’ with 
demarcation being the ‘Jewish Autonomous Oblast’, USSR, 1934 
[Jewish-b].  In evidence based history the phones Jew & Palestine is 
present since Rome while the phone ‘Israel’ is conspicuous by 
absence. It appears from 5/1945 only, My Lord.  However, Israel (& a 
compromising west) kept putting spanners in installation of Palestine 
[Wye River 1998] which till date is incomplete [Mandela 1997].  
India in 1950 recognized Israel of such size & map as in UN Partition 
Plan i.e., with 56% of the erstwhile Syrian Palestine territory. Arabic-

 
 

Map – 2  Schematic  presentation. Representative. For topical levity. Where is Palestine ? 
Search inside Israel. Source AIJAC @ https://aijac.org.au/fresh-air/disappearing-palestine-the-maps-that-lie/ 
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Islamic Palestine having 42% [UN-d 1993]; Jerusalem made ‘neutral’ 
with Arab State all around Map-1c. British Mandated concept was 
dropped. On ground Israel failed it. Stake holders accepted-rejected-
altered; with incessant haggling-saber rattling-wrangling leading to 
3rd Arab-Israel war (1967) in which Israel occupied 100% and 
returned to PLO 22% in 1967 (off the 1900’s gross) [Amnesty 2017].  
In 1988  India  recognized Palestine in line with UN-GAR 181-(II). 
On such datum, Palestine had 20% of territory (< ½ of UN mandate) 
under its command. Presently, she is said to have less than 20%. Rest 
of Palestine has been under Israeli Police & Army. Gaza was the sole 
domain free off Israel. DC-Aviv have now pulverized it to make 
occupation as ‘necessary’, My Lord ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In all British bilks, Jeru is indicated as ‘neutral\independent’. In 1980 
Israel declared such ‘neutral territory’ as its own-&-sole ‘unified 
capital’. During onset of such secrete phagositisation process, Indian 
PM (Nehru) visited Gaza ~1960, while Honb’l President (Mukherjee) 
and PM Modi visited Jeru of the fully phagositised Palestine in 1915 
& 1917, respectively; with millions of cash-&-kind developmental 
investments [MEA 2023]. Post Modi’s visit (1917) Americans 
maddeningly supported such ‘unified capital’ concept. India (belittled 
?) opposed & UN rejected the Trumpeting [Indiaka 2018].  Israel 
built a ‘Separation Wall’ which includes entire Jeru region - 
appending it to her mainland [New Yorker 2023]. CEO’s of Pak; 
Nepal; China; Myanmar; Sri Lanka; Aussie; Egypt; et.al., ever 
touched ground Palestine (?)  needs to be examined by DTPs, My 
Lord. (desk top professors = DTP). In relation to nationhood 
attainment by Israel and Palestine (among a plethora) the Wye River 
Memorandum (Oct-1998) is an excellent example. Democrats did it. 
It is an example of US citizens setting aside history; giving credence 
to mythology; money-&-mondus; Asia ingression agenda; denying 
Palestinian citizens; Palestine nationhood and all citizens of the 
regions in general – by oratory; dramatics; style statements & 
postures. State sponsored fudge & fob. If the US citizens and press 
would be firm and upright thence Israel a vassal state of US (?) 
cannot have done what it has indulged in. Israel’s citizens want to 
give nationhood to Palestine. They love to share-&-care; peace-&-
family welfare. Israeli Govt.; US Govt., & most specially the US 
citizens & her press do not want that. They are dependent on gun-
powder industry. UN, its findings & averments & pronouncements 
have been belittled & buried not by Jews but by Americans. 
Allegations of ‘double speak’ against US people more and less 
against Aviv (comparative) is noted even from eminent pro-Israeli 
belonging to Islamic border nation [Eco Times 2023]. US vetoed anti-
Israel or pro-Palestine Security Council Resolutions 43 times.  The 
visibilities being such our moot point is that all this opens initiative 
driven scope for the young scholars about American psychology, 
motives, models & methods. A view from the pristine Himalayas is 
over due, My Lord. In relation to recognizing Israel and Palestine and 
vetting their maps many a nation did as did India. Stake holders 
again-&-again indulged in acceptance-rejection-alteration. In place of 
segregating the ambiguities the same have been seized upon by direct 
& indirect stake holders & profiteers. Non violent and hawkish 

approach by all such parties has led to obfuscation of issues and 
fobbing simple solutions.  Peel’s prescription of two nation created 
Israel & Palestine in an admixed manner with UK as the 3rd Party 
(based on faith demography as had Radcliffe’s done to the Indian sub-
continent). Ambiguous. The middle-east did not have a Gandhi nor 
the institutions as had India nor any British good legacy as was the 
case in India on datum 1947.  Post Peel, the pen & jurisprudence were 
replaced with the bullet, bluffs, brusque; fobs & fudge-full syntaxes. 
Historical complexities and demographic load repurposed any 
ambiguity multifariously. It created room for rancid rhetoric leading 
to physical conflict. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Palestinians number 5 million (6000 Sq Kms @ 900 persons\Sq km); 
Israelis 10miilion (22000sq kms @454 persons\Sq Km). Both nations 
jointly have a gross territory of 28,000 sq kms., @ 536 persons\sq 
km., and whereas in India; Japan; Nepal; China; Jordan; US & Russia 
it  is 481; 338; 207; 149; 125; 37 & 8; persons\Sq Km, respectively.  
The US shall never put in infantry unless the Royal infantry is ahead 
(& RA shall astutely mark self as ‘absent Sir’); her soldiers know 
how to use atomic weapons, WMDs and not how to combat in 
populated areas nor in Jungles.  Recollect she had been to Saigon & 
Okinawa (avoided Berlin & Tokyo ! {astutely ?}).  In spite of  
relatively thin density the US is said to have ‘high density urban 
conventional warfare  experts’.  And, her troops had not entered 
Berlin (1945); nor any city. Yet, she has deputed a number of  such 
resource persons in the caption domain.  She is fighting her foe and 
defending her Asia fortress ?  All that meets the eyes and-or resonates 
in the ear are ‘today’s politics is tomorrow history’ research 
opportunities, My Lord. As on 1948 vide UN Partition map (i) Jewish 
State was in two parts, and the lesser (ii) Arab State –Palestine- was 
the major (iii) where was Palestine? It was all around Jerusalem 
which was to be a separate & neutral country. As on 2023 (iv) Jeru’s  
has been subsumed by Palestine (v) Palestine is in diffused parts ~ 
alike food particles in gut (vi) Israel is all around. It is a case of 
phagositisation, My Lord. 
 
Where is Palestine? It is inside Israel (Map-2). The apparent is mind 
maddening? severe reality? Israel has phagocitysed Palestine?  invites 
scholarly inquest ?  Historical geography, My Lord. 
 
Dark Day for Civilisation: Israel & Palestine are over populous. 
Need land. The neighborhood is barren & dispelling. Neither the US 
shall benefit should Israel invade nor by getting involved or by 
avoiding it. Israel via the proverbial Jewish rashness pushed self & 
Yellen-Bilken’s prosperity-&-hegemony minded administration into 
sand quarry. She also failed Saudi Arabia (in fact whole of the middle 
east and one-&-all at large; Asia in particular). She used deep-divide 
espionage @ 3600 (degrees). HAMAS the little organization should 
have been ignored. Should have engaged Jordan & Riyadh. Aviv 
wanted to side track all. UN too. Attained absolute victory for Judea, 
in either case.  Aviv made US the globe’s super ultra power and the 
deemed paradise of ‘free speech’, ‘freedom seekers friend’, etc., to 
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fight & bombard Palestine. Unmatched foreign policy & present 
politics.  A repeat of the spirit and by the same claws that had 
becaused Hiroshima & Nagasaki ?  Although history repeats, the data 
in every repeat is distinct and offers never before avenues of inquest, 
My Lord. Dark days provide work for scholars. The UN invoked its 
special power i.e., Art-99, Chapter XV of its Charter.  It reads as “The 
Secretary General may bring to the attention of the Security Council 
any matter which in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of 
International Peace and Security” [UN-e Charter].  And this was done 
by the Secretary General Mr. António Guterres and it called for 
“immediate humanitarian ceasefire”. Such resolution was vetoed by 
the US and abetted tactically by UK on 8-12-2023 [UN-f News]. 1st, 
the CEO-US took a covert train ride from Warsaw to Kiev. 2nd,  
Marshalled by vassal state she barged into Europe & Russ borders 
against their wish-&-desire. 3rd Then bombard civilians in a miniscule 
sized province. 4th vetoed Humanitarian aid. All this is current politics 
and tomorrow’s history. Onto  all of the occident the Dems have 
wrought shame ? Uh ! what  success for Aviv !  What Dark Days for 
mankind. Ah ! what opportunity for social science researchers, My 
Lord. On the other side, instead of acting as the ‘marshal of peace’ on 
behalf of democracies, the US (Aviv’s elder\master\ मािलक) nosed an 
opportunity to bombard Iran; get re-elected (2-in-1).  Convoluted 
concept; wrong start.  She with élan once again bared her policy of 
‘master of manifold mayhem’. The eagle permitted, participated and 
profited from David’s designs in Ukraine. She is re-doing the 
European 18th-19th centuries model.  Save & except inhalation-&-
expiration Israel is a naught sans US. The average American citizen 
are at fault. Else this (bloodshed) cannot go on for decades. US press 
& public know that destruction via bombardment leads to homeland 
prosperity. They love and covet it. US-&-Israel is one & the same. US 
is enraged that such relationship & its policy of not having a policy, 
yet having one the major parts of which are hideous has got exposed 
once again. The non US pan global youths (tomorrow’s citizens) have 
now got a glimpse. Bloodshed on the sands of Arabia cannot set right 
historical wrongs nor smoothen the domain’s dunned political 
topography neither bring to live dead opportunities. Litigation, 
arbitration, people’s participation are wanting. American citizens do 
not prefer all these. They have a penchant for bursting non-American 
hearths & homes. Their administrations act accordingly. Doves are 
absent – Hawks rule the roosts. God was man in Palestine [Betjeman 
1967]. Such domain for weapon testing is fine. Gun powder politics 
for his sake. Come hither to burn-&-break.  It is a ‘special military 
operation’ - Atlantic version, My Lord. 
 
In matters Palestine, Saudi; Jordan (King is a blood descendant of the 
Prophet) prefer absenteeism; regenal hegemony. They have 
inheritance based political setup. Elsewhere, theocracy is the 
constitution or engineered self styled, self appointed elite ruler 
substituting frank plebiscite propelled doctrine. Such formats are 
ludicrous political planks. Fail sovereign thinking; actions thereof and 
punctures constitutional institutions (if any). General uplift agenda 
fails [Carnegie 2023].  Absentee deponent defeats evolution of 
procedure established by law. Saudi designs are to keep with stinking 
luxuries (contra to the over arching {Islamic} law which she keeps 
citing; since 1960). Next on the resource scale stands Iran (ancient 
Persia) academically the most enabled in the greater middle-east 
region. She applies her heritage & heurism to stifle freedom until all 
look down. Attracts global disdain. Cares not. Top-of-it, Arabia wants 
Persia to perish; other’s oil wells to get blasted and-or shut.  
Moreover, the prophet had ascended heaven from Jeru. If such 
location gets to be in another Islamic nation (viz., Pales) then revenue 
from Mecca & Medina and style statements thereof-&-therefrom will 
be adversely effected. Adhere firmly to ‘Crab Theory’ [Tagle 2021]. 
It is a case of intense regional contest.  Outcome ? My Lord, Arabian 
nations jointly or severally cannot counter Israel. 
 
As against this, US desire’s are global. Her citizens & netizens are 
loitering around with oil harvesting traps & penn. Dead Sea brethrens 
provide for her all the types of required bay & berths including 
masterly packaged devices to divide deep.  Furthermore, arsenal 
testing via sea-land-&-space (US as Israel for Lab-2-Land) exercises 
are introduced as apportions-&-arraignments for attrition abortion 

(note-xi) with UK-EU as the cheer choir. The moot point is that all 
this will continue as long as it is profitable (for Saudi in particular). 
Styled statements [Faizal 2023] issued sonorously afar from blazing 
grounds and wailing families belies Saudi’s banner & burj.  Should 
she take a frank & friendly stand (with sternness towards self, west, 
avoid pocket lining, as alike India) or support self democratisation on 
mile stone basis, the middle-east conundrum would start to peter.  
Difficult. Why ? Money mutilates. Oil makes things slippery. Arabia 
and Aviv oppose each other tooth-&-nail. However, either are िजगरी 
दो  (bosom friends) of the US !  Thus, US has two ‘nice friends’ of 
contrasting hue in Asia.  Such peerless friends make mayhem more 
meaningful to the average American. Vast majority of the American 
citizens love-&-like it.  Don’t feel sad, My Lord. 
 
My Lord, let’s take a recurve (from the caption). Bangladesh was 
created in line with their public sentiments and participation. In 1970-
71 they were fulsomely married to the sterling qualities and values of 
the Indian Constitution, law & armor. India shed blood and what not 
for arraigning independence for that resource-less, overpopulated, 
poor, small territory to become a sovereign nation. Handed over 
independence and walked out. A few years down the line the citizens 
of that free country flung the democratic political doctrines and 
replaced it with theological texts crowned by a military dictatorship. 
Such is also noted amongst many a South American continent nations 
which are all 100% Christian (no other religion is in that continent). 
In Africa, similar cases\stories are noted be they Christian or Islamic. 
China is Buddhist (mostly Vazrayana {poly theistic}) and she is light 
years distanced from democracy.  
 
Declaring democracy as dead, replacing it with dictatorial system is 
not limited to any religion; is not faith foamed infatuation. The Bible; 
Koran; Tripitaka; Talmud; Geeta; etc., are not the fountain heads of 
anti-rule of law (note-x).  The African or the S American cases get 
less reported and as well studied less as they offer less exploitables. 
The return on investment is gainful for Asian cases. Asia, is loaded 
with vast natural & profitably exploitable resources (liquid gold is 
almost at surface in the middle east !) and is marked by absence of 
frank, plural, plebiscite based constitutions. It acts as lighthouse of 
invitation for all externally caused\propelled deep troubles. Hence, 
large economic powers hunt in Asia. Democratic justiciable rule of 
law is the anti-dote. Absence of democratic institution is reason 
insufficient for nuclear powers to conduct any animosity. Should 
Persia or Syria invite & install Indian format of politicking, 
jurisprudence and policing, thence bombing from afar and interfering 
in their affairs will get to be pass. India has to export institutions 
(hardware) and processes (software). Can & do so lovelely. 
Opportunity, My Lord. 
 
Pre to Americans, Lloyd George (Jalianwala Bag - Jewish ! {100yrs + 
period}) to Churchill [Bhattacharya-e 2014], et.al.,  period the 
crown’s subjects did so in the Indian sub-continent for forceful 
occupation. Nothing new !  Gaza-@- present is merely colonial-&-
apartheid, version-2023. Revolt in Palestine is a cultural process 
having historical continuum with alterations and domain shift. When 
it comes to violence and right infringements in non democracies the 
top echelons of the powers that be are the culpable lot. Commoners 
not. In democracies it is the citizens who be.  Suo-motto US 
involvement has wrought shame onto the Liberty Statue. From the out 
the US administrations and press clearly stand out as the asyclic 
initiators and perpetrators. How does it matter if far away (in simple 
folk’s lands) homes be hammered and hearths are extinguished –
winning the ‘homeland elections is important’.  US citizens are 
interested in ‘never before like profit’. How simple folks ? they who 
value family more than money; joint family; serve parents in person; 
invest in inter personal bonds; touch-&-feel; no guns in Holmes; 
enact laws with effective superintendence that prohibit blood or gore. 
Hence, simpletons. Indians, courts, press do not permit any American 
type (engineered) cohesive-collective anti-social activities by her 
administration\s in-or-outside borders.  Indian civilization is a 
developing economy. US economy is a developing civilization !  Late 
? Surely. Dawn is done, My Lord ! 
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Foreign Policy – Fail? 
 
Colonial & apartheid powers – version latest - in the hands of 
juventus (D C., Aviv) has becaused an arrest warrant for Putin. Are 
yeomanly capable to put-in a few more. During the 75yrs before 
present N Americans have killed 4 million(+) Asians. Reverse 
happened once @ 9/11. Dissection-&-discussion of the uncivil-&-
disorders is scholar’s fort-&-right. And, not setting things right. All 
rights (historically) may be relative wrongs. My Lord you have 
permitted frank articulation. Scholars of history-&-heritage cannot-&-
do not order, ‘Order-Order’.  
 
Foreign policy’s ethos is ‘वसुधैव कुटंुबकम (global family). Knee jerk 
reaction is nervousness, in-adept = Haste = waste. In case of the 
largest democracy the steel frame cushions it; accentuation is 
difficult. Repetition far off. Swift quenching also happens. Shooting 
at own feet is not foreign policy. In case of the richest democracy it 
happens too often. Primarily due to ‘cash chase character’; ‘beret the 
world to beat own drum’.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Passion creates friction. US is passionate about prosperity; obsessed 
about making a style statement; domestic urge is binge; seizing a 
proto initiative is considered as Caesar even by children grooming 
parents.  To Flash Gordon on a platter an initiative driven offer was 
the 7\10 event. Gordon grabbed it in a flash although her legislative 
history proscribes [Nye 1935]. Aviv was in rare advanced talks with 
Arabia. Should have taken the Saudis alongside pre to any retaliation 
(note-xi). She is small. Should have given neutrals; allies; G-20; & in 
particular middle-east regional forums; sober stakeholders a chance 
for due diligence. Then strike. Topped with liberal doses of arrogance 
and confidant due her well sheathed deep tentacles on the either side 
of the Atlantic she declared HAMAS as the opposing national army. 
Himalayan Blunder. Her wish & plans of affecting-or-controlling 
world affairs is now a ‘hot-flush dream’. Wealth is the gateway to the 
Global stage ! Aviv thinks & acts as alike UK of the c.19th and US of 
the present times. Any similes between US-&-Roman Senators ?  
However, there is difference in the models. In the case of Europeans 
adventure & chivalry was part & parcel. In case of Jews it is 
Solomon’s formula and they are taught that since childhood 

 
 

Map 3a : Tracking the Attacks in Israel and Gaza. Either side as on 20-11-23.  White areas = attack sites. 
Top is N. Below mid line is S Gaza (N Gaza & S Gaza either almost = 175 Sq Kms).  Topical Levity.  Operation S of the N-S Gaza separation line 
began on 4-12-23. SOURCES : Damage analysis of Copernicus Sentinel-1 satellite data by Corey Scher of the CUNY Graduate Center and Jamon Van 
Den Hoek of Oregon State University; satellite image from Copernicus. N Y Times. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/10/07/ 
world/middleeast/israel-gaza-maps.html  (M North is to NW corner) . 
 
Map 3b:  Structure damage has doubled in the last month only in Gaza side. White = Bombed areas. Comparative Data My Lord.  Same Satellite 
analysis by same group suggests that between 16% and 21% of all structures in the strip were damaged as-on November 10 (Top) which rose by 100% 
as on December 11 (Bottom) stands at 33% and 42%. SOURCES : Renée Rigdon @ CNN : https://edition.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/israel-hamas-
war-gaza-news-12-14-23/index.html  Geographically correct inclination. White areas = demolished regions. Enlarge & view, My Lord. 
PROGNOSIS : Israel will eventually retain control of Gaza under American  people’s  guile’s  gamp ?  Official White Jail speech = Pack of  lies ? 
Nothing new, My Lord ! 
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[Solomon]. Success has made Aviv a hawk. Her vassal status 
[Washington-b  2019] is getting exposed. Permeating US’s echelons; 
transvasesing every nook of Europe; long-drawn extensive successful 
anti-Russia activity; embroiling Europe in Ukraine & converting 
Russ’s borderland (Ukraine) into conundrum; etc., was primarily due 
to  ‘a-Hawk in Aviv’s High Office’ [Kesgin  2019]. The poly masks 
have come off.  Non-white nations (alike India) needs to burn mid 
night oil, My Lord. 
 
Palestine lived in the hearts & sands of Arabia (note - xii). Post Gaza, 
she is better understood and welcome.  Now on she expands globally. 
Aviv’s self blazoning as problem solver of historical wrong shall lead 
to (i) every heart-&-mind will tend to treat Jews as suspects (ii) 
empathy less lesser beings (iii) people of fissiparous cravings (iv)  
expansionist (v) harbor of  hidden agenda (vi) Jews merit being 
pestered i.e., life extension to such distasteful syndrome ~ sad  (vii-a) 
down-turn of intra-arabic-nation struggle (vii-b) intersect squabbling 
reduction among them (viii) coalescing of HAMAS, Hezbollah & 
Fattah to form Palestine’s NSF (gets closer ?).  Annihilation of 
HAMAS\Palestine ? No. Why ? for it is the US that is trying that.  
She, between 1970-2020 tried annihilation in many a locations on 
Earth; specially Asia. Failed in all cases. Aviv alone is resource 
insufficient. Annihilation of HAMAS-Palestine is ruled out. On the 
ground HAMAS has electorate base. Liberation or freedom seeking 
organizations ( ाधीनता सं ामी) – ultras included - have historically 
survived wipe off efforts. Why ? the commoner constitutes such 
movements & forcings. Among the freedom pursuing methods the 
Gandhian अिहंसा (non-violent method) has always been the 
champion.  The violent (Flash Gordon’s choice) route to annihilate 
fire with fire has backfired; has given a life extension to any & 
everything extreme. Not good for neighborhood. Think-is-a-socho 
(सोचो), My Lord. 
 
Bombard Asia: American Love: This Christmas, led by the Dems 
Americans have bitten a cake of dung ?  They are spitting on to the 
world. Historical parables need to be connected.  Current politics 
offers great scope for compare-&-contrast with past barbarians. Such 
effort is scholastic heritage. Gaza already had an Iron Curtain 
[Wikipedia-a]. Another separator to ward off Palestine formation 
under banner ‘thwarting militants’\\‘finishing off HAMAS” looks 
long. Why ? nationalistic militancy is born and brought up, as well 
[Mylonas & Tudor  2021].  Gandhi was anti-terror [Juergensmeyer 
2007]; Martin Luther Jr had said “Love is the only force capable of 
transforming an enemy into friend.” [Martin 2021]. Nelson Mandela 
was very critical about “American imperialism and support to 
colonial powers” [Bierling 2014]. The trio were successful against 
brutes and murderous democratic states. Since Hiroshima\Nagasaki, 
Gaza is the 6th occasion that American citizens for self interest are 
bombing Asia. Their government may enact a nasty-bruised-&-jeered 
withdrawal. The assurance is long drawn commercial loss. Bother 
not. They will blame X;Y;Z or projects viz., TAPI; IMEC and or 
engineer a 2nd ‘arrest warrant’ for Putin or even do worse to the 
Persians. American citizens My Lord seem to be capable (time-&-
time) of doing any wrong onto the world civilizations.  Finally, will 
tend to blame India @ 23.  Absence of ‘sarvodaya’ (arousal of all\ 
सव दय) is the hallmark of the US; will intensify more. They are light 
years away from Gandhi thought & wisdom. China cozy’s up to all in 
the middle east due to such finger from heaven. Communism is given 
a parentral infusion. Iran & Turkey becomes the darling of the Islamic 
world.  Saudi Arabia’s preponderance for the US has taken a hit and 
shall continue to be a subject of enquiry by serious scholars and 
ridicule by most ? She has to gallop down the road of reformation. 
Democrats shall retire as stinking rich. Middle-East will tend to go 
back to Peel’s prescription. Aviv shall like ‘back to the drawing 
board’ sans Peel’s.  Star-Link and other US commercial giants will be 
roped in by various global trouble makers. Even then, expect only 
small-to-naught (note-xiii). Russia has played the dice as alike the 
proverbial Shakunee (Hindoo theo-mythic character). Numerous 
Ph.Ds on offer?  Yes, my Lord. 
 
Christ’s crusification in Judaea was state sponsored marked by appeal 
disabled, shifting responsibility, executive court, summary trial, 

revision less, cunningness. The same is noted in the events related to 
our caption. Christ was seeking freedom of way of life (later 
Christianity). Crucification could not have been possible sans Rome’s 
nod. Pontius Pilate the Roman Senator in charge of Judea (a Jew) got 
crucification executed and had washed his hands in public [Pontius  
30 A.D.]. The faceless-majority was indicated as having ‘killed 
Christ’.  Post 7\10@Gaza we see Jew Senators viz., Blinken & Janets 
in charge. And, also the other characteristics including snake-
cunningness. In Ukraine imbroglio & Gaza conundrum the onus is 
also noted to be shifting and the (faceless) majority is once again the 
villain.  In Palestine\ Gaza the sought being political freedom. Aviv’s 
sever-vehemence is identically despicable & revision-less. Is a live 
example. History seems to be repeating ! Could not have been 
possible sans Capitol Hill. In either instance the phone ‘Senator’ is 
noted. The issues being freedom to practice, hegemony hunger, 
cunningness and complainant is also the prosecutor, etc., are apparent 
to the critical eye. American press-&-public are questioning violence 
and espousing the opposite. At inter-persona level Sanatanees 
(Hindus) keep a tab and or interfere in other homes & houses. Jews 
do relatively less. Others, comparatively much less. DC-empowered-
Aviv is involved in intra-friend matters to the point of wrecking 
havoc e.g., betraying & dismembering peerless friends ? So what !  
Merits mandamus, My Lord. 
 
Mythology As Politics (Israel): Via a mythical covenant, Almighty 
had in some undermined time & place before present had promised a 
parcel of land on Earthen to a mythical God-man called Abraham 
(note-ivx). Such Almighty (Pagan-?) has been indicated in subsequent 
editions of poly religious literature (‘zero’ legal value) as 
‘monotheistic Abrahamic God’.  Since such God did not deliver at 
that instant moment Jew land formation did not materialize.  Thus, 
such promise was re-visited by the stake holders and God regurgitated 
3 times in mythic literature of unknown covenance down the chaotic 
mythical time line alongside Abraham’s mythical family lineage  until 
a mythical progeny of God called Israel ( थमा मी i.e., 1st son) was 
born on Earth.  De-facto (historically) such Israel was a mythical state 
in free space (Faithfull’s mind) and in reality happened on Earth on 
14-5-1948 around the Dead Sea. Alike Sanatan (Hindoo) Pagan’s 
Gods were a many. Which member of the Pagan pantheon had 
granted such gift and why did she-or-he do so is also open to 
scholarly brain storming. The internal evidence is (i) Pagans pre-
dated the Jews and were the proprietors of caption territory (ii) 
Eastern Rome\ Byzantine\ Orthodox Christian centuries post 
execution of Christ remained as proprietors; thence Ottoman (Islamic 
‘Syrian Palestine)) and finally UK (Christian as ‘British Mandate’) 
with Yishuvs; Christians & Muslims  as co-residents [www-14] (iii) 
one of the pagan god was uptaken as Abrahamic God = Revisionism ? 
(iv) ‘Mandatory Palestine’ a techno-legal jargon created "national 
home for the Jewish people" (v) Between Balfour Declaration 
[Balfour 1917] and Peel’s Commission [1937] the phones ‘Syria’ & 
‘Palestine’ were dropped (vi) a colonial imposition contested as 
unlawful by stake holders as in the high offices it meant as on ground 
‘Jewish State’ implantation [www-15], fudge-fully (vii) hijack case ? 
(viii) ‘Palestine’ phone & term is systemically associated with Islam 
and historically evidenced as such in Persian; Hebrew; & Arabic 
literature (ix) works out as Jews were not the proprietors till Ist WW 
i.e., 1920 (x) even post had no legal-or-political framework until 
5\1948 (xi) Jews were striving for a ‘faith based homogenous Jew 
Land’ on the banks of the Oder (Silesia) and the Jordan (Palestine) 
drainage systems, respectively. Distension of desire, flatulence of 
deed, Diarrhea of data, constipation in solution, My Lord ? 
 
From time to time valiant euro armies swept each other’s capital 
seats. The valiant US failed to enter Tokyo-Cellular Jail-Rangoon-
Imphal-Kohima-Jerusalem-Cairo-Rome-Paris-Berlin-Kiev-Vienna or 
any. Belittlement & Jealousy seized Capitol Hill’s psyche since then ? 
These two character aspects has since been part of US policy ?  Hill 
was infected with bed bugs ? (i.e., hearts committed to Jews and 
minds to money). Capitol outsmarted Kremlin by declaring the 
germination of the new nation called Israel ?  Israel is a product of 
cold war-calumny by extra mural lovers, My Lord ? 
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Jew Autonomous Oblast (Province): In 1934 Soviet-Russ had 
already created an autonomous province (within USSR) exclusively 
for the Jews known as ‘Jewish Autonomous\Region’ alias Jewish 
Oblast [Jewish-b]. The Russian Constitution in Chapter No. 3, Article 
65 mentions such province as ‘Jewish’ & ‘autonomous’ and as a 
constituent of her ‘Federal Structure’ [The Constitution]. Historians, 
love to call aloud all ‘Revisionist Theories; attempts thereof; Guile’s 
Gamp; etc.,’..  Internal evidence underlines that colonial democracy 
was trying to accommodate craving parties. Capitalist democracy is 
seen burnishing one. Sly thy name Demos-Kratos?  Current politics is 
painting Americans as black.  My Lord, Capitol Black?. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is mistily as follows. In the WW-I Ottoman empire had sided with 
the Axis. Syria was its major Euro connect province called ‘Vilayet’ 
( ांत). Following Allies victory that empire (middle-east\Asia) was 
gobbled by UK & France. Jordan (Trans {prefix}); Palestine (Syrian 
{prefix}) & Lebanon (Phoenicians {prefix})  were created off Syrian 
vilayet and apportioned to UK & France, respectively. Turkiye 
revolted against Sykes-Picot guile [Sykes-Picot 1916] & attained 
liberation (1923) against UK & guile. (Sikes {1916}; Kissinger 
{1975} & Blinken {2022-23} ~ Jews). Finally, Palestine (1920) & 
Israel (1948) were further begot from the same vilayet.  All sub-
vilayets call UK-US-&-Aviv as historical ‘baddies’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Lush Green; superb soil moisture; plenty-full water; Safe sanctuary; Central demarcated region = JAO. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_Autonomous_Oblast 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Curtsey:  Google Earth – Sat Pix. Screen shot. Correlate with Ref., 80;81 & 90. 1st exclusive Jew-Land called ‘Jewish 
Autonomous Oblast’. This address was located far from Europe to insulate the Jews from the marauding Euro-Christians. 
At address Dead Sea, Arabs were assisting until the phone ‘Palestine’ was hijacked (1920); was not fretting until 1948; was 

not opposing-&-countering until 1960 (supporting info, My, Lord). 
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They did not attack Israel nor the baddies. Bombarding such stake 
holders is bad in law, My Lord. 
 
Ideas: History & heritage scholars are intellectuals. Ideas are 
formulated thought or opinion [Merriam] alias suggestion as to a 
possible course of action. Herein meant not. In the promenade of 
scholarly writings, ideas have an entrenched position on a high perch 
and has been described as a aspect of “intellectual 
historians…..entrepreneurs of rhetorical repertoire” [WWW-16]. In 
middle-east, deserts have no dearth of distance. Between 1900 & 
1943 the Jews on ground were asking for a ‘small\mini parcel of land’ 
while in far-away London on paper & proceedings devised a lot. In 
far-away deserts Islam interpreted it as deceit. This is the soul of the 
problem. The crux of the problem is that Jews got more than they had 
asked for, My Lord 
 
With such historical complexities, how to fetch good peace? The 
Palestino-Yahoo wrench was settled by the UN vide its trifurcation 
plan (Map-1c). It is a unique solution as two bi-partite sovereign 
nations. Balfour’s bifurcation was better. It was a win-win solution. If 
either are not yet acceptable, thence, here are a few ‘not-final’ unique 
ideas. Jews are among the most nice people on earth. Are, 
cosmopolitan. They will like the following ideas en-mass. The 
Palestine-Gaza cunundrum can be settled via numerous routes (i) 
International Court of Justice – enforced by global coalition (ii) by a 
saint (Mahatma Gandhi mould) from among the concerned territory 
strife afflicted people – in such case all\any representatives (note-xv) 
sitting in occidental & Arab capitals have to be out - they are another 
level of self seekers, mongers & torpedo masters (iii) by political 
parley e.g., Russi-Modi. (iv) set up Asian Parliament at Sri-Nagar & 
Asian Supreme Court at Sanghai and square off (v) US can donate 
some land from within its homeland so as to form a US-Israel.  Why ? 
Israelis have made US mighty. No doubt. Sans Jewish inputs 
Pentagon cannot retain its octopus grip on the globe. Doubt not.  
Israel is part & parcel of the US. And\or return a select part of Alaska 
to Russ and avail a select part of Ukraine (borderland) for organizing 
a new Jewland (vi) similarly, neighboring Arab nations can also  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
donate land for a cohesive Palestine.  Why ? Jerusalem is not any 
mere warship place, it is a ी धम े  (apex religious region) and not 
for war. It is for love-&-joy.   
 
Territory demarcation may be as follows. A circular region of 18 -
20km in diameter be drawn encompassing all the tri-super holy sites. 
Circle = all inclusive ‘neutral country’ for such geometry denotes 
‘zero inclination for any party’ and denotes ‘inclusion of all’.  A 
white fabric with a wheel at center having 8-or-16 spokes (alludes to 
The Buddha = intellect) may be its flag. All UN members 
contributing fiscally. Such circular intellectual region be declared & 
enforced as ‘mankind’s heritage neutral territory’ as alike Vatican. 
Status-quo frozen. Non can buy or sale any land from datum freeze. 
The E-W mid line extending from the sea (W) from NW of Tel Aviv 
extending towards Jordan border (via Dead sea) as the dividing line 
between Palestine (N side; with Ramallah or any as Capital) and 
Israel (S side with Aviv or any as the new-capital). Border = fully 
zero-militarised corridor (ZMC) of 500mts width only. A road cum 
railway from sea to neutral nation’s city centre occupying such ZMC. 
Either nation having gateways onto the ZMC.  In caption context 
Palestine-Israel are Buddha i.e., entrepreneurs of intellect.  Back to 
the drawing desk, my Lord (note-vxi).    
 
Nepal is 7 times larger geographically. Her 2022 census load was 
36million with density of 208\Sq Km.   Israel’s census was 10million 
@ 410\Sq Km. So, anthropomorphically Israel’s is bursting [WWW-
17]. Too many super brilliant people cramped in a quarter = restless  
behemoth = frothing trouble overflowing. This has inspired her (also) 
to unsettle the settled ‘Israel Question’ [UN-d]. She genuinely needs 
land (panacea). So too Japan; Taiwan; et.al. And, they eschew all that 
Aviv has been indulging in. Many a conflict across the globe shall 
then resolve. Jews the most lovely and इ लाम ेमी (peace loving) 
people on earth will take to such new land(s) as do swans to water.   
 

Caveat : In such ी धम े  hawks cannot contest for any Law 
maker’s seat elected or not, and also not be appointed nor can 
move in via self usurpation\carrier glide-in route as executive 

 
 
Fig. 5. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_Autonomous_Oblast#/media/File:Map_of_Russia_-_Jewish_Autonomous_Oblast_  
(Crimea_disputed).svg. The 1st Jew-Land on Earth. After Israel was formed they started mass migration out. Most opted for the 
Atlantic nations – US the most. Enlarged  Political map of  the said Oblast (province).  It has a area of 36,000Sq Kms. Israel has an 
area of 22,000 Sq Kms. Kaliningrad Oblast measures 15,000 Sq km which is less than50 of the Jewish Oblast. Communist Soviet land 
installed the largest ‘Menorah’ as the govt’s place symbol ! 
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(any nomenclature) for any High Office.  No militia. Only, token 
regular army moored in insulated barracks. More of un-armed 
police.   

 
The occidental cunning-brutes in order to facilitate initiative driven 
hidden agendas needed to mark their ever-presence in Asia. Thus they 
wave the oracle wand of Jeru as choice best because it is the gateway 
to Asia (geo-jurisdiction Asia). They put a frail-saint on a cross and 
instead of bringing him down have been going all around since two 
millennia. Peerless. They do so to lay a perpetual claim on Asia alibi 
Jeru i.e., over & above Jews-Islam-Buddha-&-Sanatan. If the 
Occident had no such agenda then Jews would have not faced what 
has befallen them. From the flow of documents it transpires  that Jeru 
as  The Christ’s  centre genetically belonged to orthodox Christians 
(Byzantine) – then to Ottoman (Islam {Sunni}) via conquest, 
whereas, its governorate was the Hashemite dynasty (Prophet’s blood 
line in Syria {+Jordan}Sunni) and managed Jeru. From them it was 
tactically wrenched off by UK (via machination; lower datum being 
1915). Since 1937 Jeru has been indicated unilaterally by them as a 
neutral\international zone. UK then off-loaded Jeru on to UN 
shoulders in haste in 1947.  N Americans have been in with guns of 
boomerang (the least civil of the lot).  The simple solution is (i) non 
Asians quit Asia. Leave Asia to God and goodness. Quit lock-stock-
&-barrel (ii) all weapons, pelts-&-pistons in greater Palestine be 
quarantined (iii) bare-footed; bare bodied profoundly wise-&-patient 
Asians shall with license-of-love sit in salubrious condition and 
decide for Asia how to share-&-care. 1st Asian Parliament ?  Ideas are 
futuristic inventions and innovations. History & Heritage is भूत्. 
Scholars are critiques of भूत्. Should be barred from making 
inventions and innovations, My Lord. 
 
The India Establishment: Lessons 
 
Establishment (Brutus) Thy Lord, Namastoote ! Meanwhile (since 
30yrs before present) the west in continuum invested in Armageddon 
for prosperity. Aviv invested in permeating US’s echelons and in 
dismembering USSR. The non-govt Hindoos invested in family 
welfare and the govt., servant Hindoos invested in selfish promotion 
viz., non practicing Jews; Law makers; et.al.,[Bhattacharya-f  2014].  
India @ 23, shall soon release a cache of seasonal bounty (Odisa 
Sarkaar has laid the way). Self aggrandizement, academic dishonesty 
and merit murder are the focus areas of India. Middle East; Ukraine 
imbroglio are really not her priorities. The Middle East & Indian 
peoples have not lost each other My Lord.  It is only either side-
Brutus guilds that are culpable. For the warring parties (Ukr\Gz) the 
largest democracy of mixed ethnicity is of weight & consequence, yet 
someone is playing sly?  The weapons that the IDF are using are a 
century advanced than that of the Indian defense forces. Due Brutus, 
the largest democracy too has lost the war alongside.  In the battle 
field of ‘merit murder’, ‘academic dishonesty’ & ‘plag’ India-
establishment is peerless. Winner pre whistle, My Lord. 
 
In a multi-ethnic nation any disgruntled segment may per-chance 
decide to strike another.  Gaza may be used as a precedence to deliver 
a body blow to the Indian constitutional mechanics. History has a 
penchant for repetition.  In the case of Mumbai Serial Blast -2006 
[Wikipedia-b ], India handled it as per ‘due process of law’ which in 
turn was moored to ‘procedure established by law’ [BBC -b ].  She 
did not order ‘evacuate or face annihilation’.  She did not send the 
armed forces although the colonial British administration used to (for 
200yrs) and again the US-Aviv are noted in the caption domain.  
American citizens should learn. Civil society exists not in mobile 
handsets nor in the www. They breath through constitutional (i) 
institutions (ii) checks & balances (ii) judiciary.   
 
It is election time in US & India.  India shall keep sailing pseudo-
smooth with her ultra-hyper salaried politocracy & non fading 
bureaucracy - the dealers-the wheelers high hoisted by merit 
murderers surrounded by pseudo patriots (technocracy) masterly 
jockeying as alike Russia of 2020. Indiaka armed forces shall 
continue with match-lock technology tom-tommed as 6th-8th Gen.  
Her scientific and engineering wherewithal shall continue to be 

scoffed by extra mural experts; her gargantuan Govt., is an all 
phagositising establishment. Brutus will win. Shift of political power 
in the Indian parliament may manifold the malady. With Brutus 
around ‘no escape’. Brutus was honorable [William c.1600]. 
Establishment is Brutus.  Concurrent audit shops have been shut + 
much more.  Israel is a vassal state. India establishment and a vassal 
state are honorable. Worry not, My Lord. 
 
India Defense: Lessons: Defense of India goes via Palestine (short 
term). The best defense policy for India i.e., Bharat is a पंच-त  
(pentagon\5-axis).  (No.1) a unified well rigged regional command of 
immediate border nations to annihilate all and any Proxy war 
mongrels. Shall be economic, effective and because awe (No.2) Aim 
not for global domination or unnecessary-&-uncalled for leadership 
i.e., eschew any upstart approach (No.3) complete TAPI post haste 
(No.4) Extrite Pakistan out off the शैतान’s (Satan’s) grip and relieve 
her from quagmire (No.5) export democracy and build related 
institutions in the immediate border nations amicably-frank sans any 
hidden agenda.  The real enemies of India, her neighbors and of all 
developing nations are all expatriates squatting in occidental capitals 
& enjoying largesse.  It is only the rich\effluent democracies that 
wage and or up-regulate proxy war, initiating as a psycho war (as 
does the EU against India).  Bound to do so as on one hand they have 
exhausted natural resources while on the other they need to maintain 
life style. Avoid hawks, befriend doves with debates on the floor of 
the house/s and frank data dissemination is the panacea. Peace shall 
descend and prevail in continuum transpiring into poly-fold 
prosperity; shall provide the needful to-&-for the forces i.e., शान-ए-
शौकत (grandeur & pride) for the सैिनक (soldier) in the sub-continent, 
as well.  On the topic of ‘export’ India should also re-visit the British 
model of patient-polite-politics. Defense of India with (long term) 
enlarging prosperity will be ensured if neighbors are democracies too.  
Contiguous culture will fulminate. Culture combats calumny. US has 
a shallow culture and calumny of fathoms deep, My Lord ?  
 
Indian Sub-Continent: Lessons 
 
My Lord leap increases visibility. A point besides our caption is 
leaping to the fore. There seems to be a ‘common hand’ in the 
Ukraine imbroglio and in the Gaza conundrum. (1) The US President 
(present day Caesar) Mr. Biden was made to convince that he is likely 
to get maimed or abducted during his visit to Kiev and hence should 
take a deceptive & uncharted rail route. Did so and cut-self’s image 
out to look alike a coward (2) The same person was so convinced that 
he started ‘Bombarding’ & imposed a full ‘food-&-medicine 
blockage’ on a ‘evolving nation i.e., Palestine - a miniscule sized 
province i.e., Gaza’ – which was also under extensive occupation by 
her vassal. Gaza\Palestine were virtual land\state less and for freedom 
entities exhibiting belligerency and positing as ever battling.  Eagle 
emerges as a predator-annihilator with pretensions plethora per-se.  
How many times in mankind’s history? These many are now matter 
of scholarly inquest.  A benign beginning would be with a visit to the 
गांधी समािध, My Lord.   
 
The US dared not to go into Rome, Paris, Berlin or Tokyo, so they in 
a flash (1945) created the De-jure politico-jurisdictional nation-state 
of Israel ?  Inferiority complex; jealousy; loss in competition or snake 
cunning democracy, My Lord ?  Anyway, she piped Soviet Russ to 
the post. Thus, the ‘promised land be the present Israel’ and not the 
‘Oblast’.  There is also a unique tele-connection between mythology 
& present Israel via Eretz  & Judea [JAO]. The name ‘Israel’ was 
kept away (secrete held by Ben Gurion ?) even from US until nation 
formation hour [Kramar 2020] (looks like an bluff  of good 
engineering).  No such tele-nexus is noted in the case of the ‘Oblast’.  
The Alexandria Protocol, 1944 [Wikipedia -c] had passed an 
resolution to form the Arab League. It came into being in 3/1945. 
Israel was curved out of Arab states, named so and on-ground formed 
in 5\1948. It caused consternation to the league excepting Jordan 
(thence known as Trans-jordan) which had helped in land 
provisioning-&-delineation (note:: xvii). The new nation Israel 
tacitly-&-forcibly commenced shoving neighbouring borders in a 
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continuous surreptitious expansion mode (with direct participation by 
the UK & US also) due to economic prosperity cum demographic 
load & habbit. Israel’s census leaped forged due (i) state sponsored 
‘baby boom’ policy (ii) migration from across the world; specially 
from the Oblast (ii) internal evidences further prompts this pen to ask 
‘Is there any similarity between Ben Gurion & Zelensky ’s models’ ?   
History-&-heritage scholars stand at door step of excellent 
opportunities, My Lord. In run-up-to & post Gaza (the way US & 
Israel’s global plans; programs; attitude & agenda has transpired) it 
will be a shade difficult for India (and likeminded nations) to accept 
Aviv as a reliable political partner ?  US comes out as ‘shady Sam’ ? 
Aviv’s covert mind rejected सव दय (arousal of all). US was doing 
this all along.  Jointly & severally the twain blended well, blinded all, 
My Lord.   Such formula has worked and has earned tomes of  
prosperity & tonnes of wealth for the practitioners. It is time to count 
out the money that has come home ! Possibly hence, the US citizens 
are doubly happy (Christmas@23) that in support of such myth based 
entity their supremely scientific nation is bombing an (freedom 
striving) historical entity. To such pungent & profound slyness it is 
ideal to wish ‘Sayonara’, My Lord ?   
 
Vis-à-vis the aforesaid the established fact is that (A) Buddhism 
encompassed 80% of Asia (on the occasion of emperor 
Harshavardhan’s coronation ~ c.590-694 A.D.).  (B) Sanatan pre-
dated in much of this expanse (say at least 50% of the 80%) which 
self converted and self merged (sans bloodshed or battle) to make the 
then Buddhist domain (C) Pakistan (Islam); & Myanmar (Buddhist) 
were part of  India even on 1945 (D) Nepal was and remains a chaste 
Sanatan state. Should India wage any claim on any such nation the 
Indian Supreme Court will strike down that administration. Her 
people shall punish the politicos.  Such checks and balances exits or 
not in the case of  Israel & US ?  Research opportunity now gets new 
hinges & handles. Do not reserve your judgment, My Lord !     
 
English & Frenchmen: Internal Evidence 
 
The polite Englishman & the Neapolitan Frenchman with their 
haversack of guileful gallous bureaucracy had stepped into Hashemite 
Governorate (kingdom) i.e., Syria around 1915 ~ 100yrs post 
Waterloo (i) aged Islamic political set-ups were coasting. Broke up 
due occidental inputs (ii) Jerusalem was not a contested domain. 
Jews, Islam & Orthodox Christians were not confabulating.  Internal 
strife afar even squabbles not reported.  Within five years the Anglo-
French ‘axis of democracy’ were (full speed) mining the natural 
resources [Gerali 2020] and minting money [Libcom 2006] for 
respective titular seals guised as mere corporate. Such axis stayed put 
for three decades in Asia’s middle-east and poverty gripped the 
domain (iii) whence, they departed (1915+30yrs) in 1945 they had 
wrenched off  Jerusalem’s ownership; fractionated the ground lines in 
such a manner (was never so pre to 1915) that caused unending 
turmoil; encouraged-&-prodded the Jews to immigrate; kept topping 
turmoil. Jerusalem issue was engineered in Paris; shifted to London 
and then finally across the Atlantic to DC (1920-2023 = 1 century). 
And, the Americans are doing the needful by raining death-&-
destruction from the skies (in line with Occidental culture-&-
heritage). Nothing new. Hence, our Caption. Internal evidence is also 
that the on-ground various regional houses of Islam were 
accommodating the Jews for over 400yrs and were trying the same 
for the neo immigrants. Not a single Islam personage was associated 
with  the Nazi or the SS. Jews were also not confronting the natives 
nor doing anything even alike ‘chance-misdemeanor’.  ‘Jews fight’ is 
a misnomer.  A few well covered extra mural hands are soiling (other 
than German).  Arab wrath has turned onto the front office i.e., Israel. 
The principal Christian seat had been shifted from Jeru to Vatican 
during the Papal centuries – as a fall out of Crusade loss (c.1453). 
Interestingly, whenever Jews-&-Islam shed each other’s blood around 
Jerusalem, the Vatican’s in-press & in-public presence takes a down 
turn AND when Jews-&\or-Islam are fighting Russ or India the 
Vatican bears down i.e., a reverse syndrome is noticeable [CIA-2023] 
?  The Polite and the Neapolitan bureaucracy are up-&-about.  Danger 
looming long ? Take guard, My Lord.   
 

Concluding Remarks  
 
History & heritage are a set of facts [Ohio 2021].  Facts = स यम-्
िशवम्-सु दरम् (truth-joy-beauty) = स यमेव जयते (truth triumphs).  
History & heritage are the wise people’s ways.  Politics is the last 
refuge of scoundrels [George]. The road of history goes via politics. 
Current politics is history in the making.  Hence ‘no conclusion’. 
Only critical dispassionate discussion. Gandhian philosophy can be 
made the पारस प थर (Touchstone) by social scientists to revisit 
foreign policies of the nations and or the nasty. Our caption enables 
Initiative driven research. Our narrations & nosings as well, My Lord. 
Israel is a mini state [The]. She is virtually resource less (including 
tourism). Extremely over populated. During the period 1945-2020 her 
census has fold multiplied 10 times and whereas Palestine’s has only 
doubled. She has exhibited military might well in excess of what Russ 
could exhibit in Ukraine.  She emerges as a satellite state of the USA.  
Her resources are entirely technological and are reposed in the US 
Labs and some in the eastern Atlantic. She is bereft of natural 
resources. The USA has expanded into Asia surreptitiously (back 
door entry).  In turn,  Aviv permeated every echelon of the US’s 
administration, public organizations & corporations (Janet-Blinken 
are tip of the iceberg). After that, she took on Warsaw Pact and 
dismembered it. Followed it with Russ and then inflicted incalculable 
loss in the Ukraine special military Op. She betrayed Russ My Lord ?  
HAMAS in an operation of 3 Hrs killed 1400 Jews (& non Jews ?). 
Israel in 33 days killed more than 16000 Muslims (including in womb 
/3rd Trimester stage). Biden says that Israel should not make the 
mistake of occupying Gaza (as was done in 1967) the reverse is 
happening; shall permatise with American inputs. Critical study & 
internal evidence shows that these averments are all lies & bluffs (as 
was in Korea; Kashmir; Kosovo; Vietnam; Iraq; Ukraine…).  US-
CEOs are given to making grand bluffs. American common man are 
happy as all this (mayhem; blood & gore) is bringing prosperity 
home. ‘Taking an ass to the market and selling it as a horse’ is their 
SOP cum cultural ethos (parent-to-child). That nation’s global 
polymix ethos resonates it. The Indian sub-continent may be in 
danger ?  Israel & US are strange civilizations.  Citizens of these two 
nations will be looked down upon – as suspects, My Lord.  
 
Aviv blazoned self as the solver (A). Sought Flash Gordon (B).  A + 
B = all pay heavy.  More to come. Gordon has a long standing 
program to paint Russ as the lesser benefactor of Jews and post self as 
the messiah for Judea.  Aviv & Capitol Hill are one & the same. Also 
are the obverse-&-reverse sides of global hegemony agenda-&-work-
outs.   Ma’am Hill has now set a firm footprint in Asia.  She is now an 
Asian power also. Welcome. It is her answer to Cuba. Multi masks 
are coming off.  Aviv becaused it.  Palestinians\Gaza backed by Russ 
& her rallyers pulled the masks off. Alike historical ruthless 
sovereigns, Aviv-Hill bother least. $ will do the needful. The superbly 
attired and dangerously-cum-uncivilly armed US-Israeli soldiers with 
an impatient administration posit as civilisation crushers.  Capitol’s 
pedagogy module\s may see Peel’s prescription being painted black 
and US aided-&-abetted  bombardment as golden.  Ethics and old 
civilisational grand values are items of disdain by the American 
public. Fully discounted. Why ? because their money can buy 
everything save-&-except heritage.  Hence they have been and (in 
caption domain) shall try strong to bombard historical & culturally 
rich Syria and Persia & vet every calumny thereof.   Americans won’t 
go on ground if the British be not. Cross border state sponsored 
terrorizing & heart wrenching bombings shall eventually stop even if 
non decry nor any demand !  A re-do of Vietnam is unfolding.  In 
Annam-Tonkin it was Franco-Yankee. In Palestine it is Yahu-
Yankee.  American citizens due their cultural-innate affinity to cause 
wanton bloodshed outside USA have bombarded Asia time & time 
(during the last 75yrs). For them, it will bring prosperity home. US  is 
a strange civilization. Aviv has permeated all levels & echelons on 
the either side of the Atlantic.  Capitol Hill and Tel Aviv jointly and 
severally are unimaginably rich in every terms including offence 
assets.  In Gaza-Ukraine domains they rescinded the Gandhi. Also 
rescinded the dictum चाणक्  य चल ेशांित पथ – (the) genius parade peace 
prominade.  Have exhibited complete disregard with utter disdain for 
the UN, every international forum including  G-20.  India has been 
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assumed as ‘on-board’ – taken for granted.  Belittled. The twine have 
Lost the War and much more their Foreign Policy [Walt 2023].  Loss 
of foreign policy in particular throws infinite opportunity for the 
social scientists.  The democrats have also lost the up-coming US 
national election in spite of getting stinking rich due the Ukraine 
imbroglio (author’s nosing-&-sensing).  There is no सही दसा –No- 
पा ट नीती (no right direct-no frank rule). They have lost their 

bearings.  Thus, gone berserk. Hence, the ‘conundrum’. Yes my Lord, 
you have heard every word right. Indians (even scions of classical 
families) who post the oath-&-kiss of the Stars-&-Strips become US 
citizens hold Indian : bureaucrats, law makers, judges, et.al., as 
persons of petulance. There is something in that fabric and the 
furniture ?  In caption domain American citizens have dumped The 
Buddha (intellect); The Gandhi (non-violence-&-dialogue) and above 
all New Delhi’s diplomacy into gutters. Vis-à-vis their unfathomable 
grand guile the whole world stands flummoxed and slack jawed. The 
main culpable party committing cognizable offence with astounding 
mens-rea  (guilty mind) is the deep uncivil component and the culture 
discounted ethos of the American civilization which is evolving 
(juvenile stage). All forms of non-democratic methods & models of 
governance; anti-self rule; extremisms; state sponsored genocides has 
been given an extended life line as such juvenile rules the roost.  
Gordon’s flamboyance is all दखावा स यता (postured civilization).  It 
is counter of  ‘The meek shall inherit the Earth” (Mathew, 5.5).  State 
sponsored acts are historical process components. This 
communication is a miniscule component of the systemic responses 
(societal counter). The Israel question has been handled in a wisdom-
less manner ?  Typical American ‘less-cultural’ is resplendent. There 
is no modesty, miles away lies meekness. For sake of prosperity 
Americans will with elan some day diabolically alter their India 
policy ?  Blaming their administration\s shall be Jackal talk (िसयार क  
बात) ? 
 
The hot ‘Current Politics’ @ 2023 are (A) Ukraine Imbroglio (see: 
Bhattacharya-a) and (B) Present Caption. Either will be History, 
tomorrow.  Offer tomes-&-tonnes of opportunities for the scholars of 
Political Studies and History-cum-Heritage, respectively.  A + B have 
inter-connect. Thus, may offer a (i) Thesis (ii) Anti-Thesis & (iii) 
Synthesis.    
 
Thesis: {A} Asia (global east-by-south east ~ gE-by-SE) is a 
technologically developing continent with rich civilizations & deep 
plural cultures (mother continent). Has huge stocks of natural 
resources – that permits endless money making {B} North America 
(global north-by-north west ~ gN-by-NW) is an ultra developed 
continent; hyper rich with a juvenile stage civilization & wafer thin 
cultural burden. Yet, has a smart policy of conserving own while 
exhausting other’s {C} contests between  {A}-&-{B} manifests 
asyclically, with abettors, sleeper, drummers, et.al. 
 
Anti-Thesis: {A} has exported to {B} a large number of its best 
enabled marvelous brain-&-brawn power who all are assisting {B} to 
look east for heightened meaningful exploitations. Thus, a case of 
contrast-based-confabulation about possessions & ability has arisen. 
Motions about organized opposition by the precious preservers{A} 
against the puffed purse {B} has been pushed aside; deflected; 
fudged-&-fobbed; traumatized; torpedoed; via six episodes of  
bombings of {A} by {B} using atoms; napalm; agent orange; Abu 
Gharib; carpet bombings; cruise; proxy war; Kashmir-Khalistan, 
innovating Taliban; ennabling Zia; etc. Has resulted in sterling 
outcomes for {B} guilds-&-groups. Ongoing My Lord, however with 
reducing return-on-investment (RoI); failure of foreign policy.  
Synthesis needed.    
 
Synthesis: {B} has to maintain the common minimum living 
standards which is well over-&-above the London-Berlin best cut.  
Why ? for the latter’s time is pass; squatting-&-posturing is now their 
gold-standard.  Squatters are िबचौली (middle men); are expensive; 
whiners; ginners; anglers-as-angels; undependable lot. Need elbowing 
& shoving on case basis. This exposes the hidden, the embedded and 
permits citations as ‘internal evidence’.  Hence, a synthesis has also 

been innovated.  {B} has (directly) stepped into {A} i.e., Asia as part 
of ‘mere need based expansion’. {B} is implementing it via a 
modified mare clausum –MMC (Portuguese overseas trade policy of 
the c.17th A.D.).  Via the aegis of Angle entrepreneur Aviv {B} got 
ferried and have installed selves firmly in a resource hub of {A} that 
is nearest to {B}. With Henry, tried Sino, it boomeranged. Thence 
Pak-Zia-Taliban, it too did not fit well {ancient land = belligerent}. 
Presently  prospecting India. Between the Asian quartos of strange-
bed partners (Pak-India-Israel-China ~ piic) the most resource less 
has been more-than-willing.  Success by {B} in divide-&-loot has 
becaused icterus to {A}.  Thus, {A’s} wrath-&-dismay is now more 
directed towards self. In other words, Asia is angry, contesting and 
confronting the one-man-out. However, interestingly, with their 
grievance {A} is queuing up to the gene i.e., {B}.  Piquant? Yes 
indeed. The largest democracy on Earth has failed its mother 
continent.  The model is SMMC wherein ‘S’ denotes ‘silent’.  {B} is 
now an Asian paw. It is defending its vital-asset i.e., 
homeland@overseas with might. Affront the learned bench of 
history-&-heritage this pen concludes this desideratum My Lord, with 
pain-&-agony.    
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stressed pressed with domestic agenda.  Yet, Hers & like minded 
nation group’s historically vetted foreign policy stands out.  
Averments are bounded, butted and protected by academic freedom of 
speech & expression. Author belongs to no group;guild; non. Only 
Gandhi (indiaka).   
 
Disclaimer:  For too many ‘theoretical history’ is food hence not a 
single person\entity should oppose. Rancidity if any arises off 
phonetic friction. Often, due to cadence maintenance. Attracting 
young minds is vital.     
 
Notes 
 

 Note-i :  Palestinian National Authority لطة طينية الس  الفلس
ة  as-Sulṭa al-Waṭanīya al-Filasṭīnīya الوطني

 Note – ii : Angelic legend has that the Christ was born during 
the peak winter of the northern hemisphere, thence, some of 
the trees (Fraser fir i.e., Abies fraseri - there are 16 sister 
species) shook off the snow and turned green to mark that 
momentous event. Thus, the Christmas tree represents 
permanence and immortality. It is the symbol of Life & 
Eternity. This species is the floral signature of the Christ & 
his soul (as alike Sami {Prosopis Cineraria}; F. religiosa, 
F.bengalensi, etc., in the Buddha or Sanatan way of life). The 
Himalayas in all its extensions & the Nilgiris abound.  

 Note-iii: On the other hand there will heightened turnout 
during Islamic apex dates in the regional nations. Israel’s loss 
will directly benefit the opp., parties.  

 Note– iv: During the penultimate years of India independence 
struggle one saw the Indian National Army led by Subhas 
Chandra Bose siding with imperial Japan and waging war 
with the British Crown (please correlate with HAMAS ?). He 
was the PM of the India Govt in exile.  But the father of the 
indian nation held out on common law grounds; arbitration-
&-dialogue as tools and asked the colonial power to “Leave 
India to God …. Quit India” they did quit but not before they 
trifurcated the subcontinent with many more infraction 
possibilities (Radcliff Line, 1947).  This created overnight 
new nations.  Pre to that in 1937 the Peel Commission had 
also trifurcated the whole of the Syrian Palestine including 
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‘daulat-gaza’ (stronghold property?). This also had created 
overnight the new nation of Israel – which now has subsumed 
75% of the conjoined nation territory (MAP-2).       

 Note-v: The lovely-homely family values loaded common 
Jews shall need to be assured by a pan-global funded 
Gandhian model of assurance & inclusivity. Tell Aviv is now 
a perfect image of terror, common Jews should be 
insulated\not called upon to fight any sort of terror anywhere. 

 Note-vi:  The twin cities of Hyderabad-Secunderabad map an 
area of 650-700 sq kms; 13 million population. The twin 
cities of Bhubaneswar-Cuttack map 600 sq kms; 2 million 
population. And there are fully frank unlimited adult franchise 
based elected urban management bodies over and above 
which are Legislative Bodies further crowned by the Indian 
Parliament ~ india is III tired democracy. Harbored & 
harnessed by Indian judicial system.  Even the lowest judicial 
court on & often as an eagle pounces upon the high & the 
mighty and hauls up as alike a cat fish on a rod.  Peerless. 
Thus the (i) difficulty in accepting sans salt any other variants 
and more specially faith based and or the ‘winner takes all’ 
types of constitutions (ii) look down – shoot down pervades 
write-ups.  

 Note-vii: Indian CEO or Def Dept., cannot go on a 
invasion\bombing spree of some nation on behalf of another 
nation as the legal system (checks & balances) will haul up 
the Indian team – on current inquest basis. US is a strange 
civilization.   

 Note-viii:  The possibility of an Indiaka invisible underhand 
or that of any GoI organization that feels piped to the post by 
the defense tehnology advancement by Iran.  Opportuinity for 
social scientists to delve in.    

 Note-ix: Jewish Autonomous Oblast ( Oblast=’province’ in 
Russian lingua), was curved out in the Mongolia-Manchuria 
region (NE China border) from own territory by the USSR via 
a official decree in c.1928, and officially established as an 
exclusive (autonomous) Jew province in 1934 @ 45k Jew 
sub-populations.  It had a coat of Arms and a Flag.  This is the 
1st Jew Land.   In 1936 Israel (present land) had a Jewish sub-
population of 3,84000 and a non Jew sub-populations of 
9,82,000, only. Thus the Oblast was a pure Jew Land and 
Israel was Islamic! {https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary. 
org/jewish-and-non-jewish-population-of-israel-palestine-
1517-present }. Americans & Britons may be having an 
agenda to obliterate such historical fact and place & position 
self, instead.  If so, then for such ends  they are causing fire-
&-bloodshed and are facing civil & militia  obstruction & also 
international. They have a revisionist agenda?  For inside 
matter : https://www.foreignaffairsreview.com/home/soviet-
zion-why-did-the-jewish-autonomous-oblast-fail    

 Note-x :  Not that simple nor straight as these presents makes 
you sense herein. Embedded instant cause is the anti-Russia 
role of Aviv in Ukraine. She elsewhere posited as hawk and 
slick-cum-sly in Silesia & ignored and torpedoed The 
autonomous Jewish Oblast (China-Russ-Mangolia border).   

 Note-xi:  The Sanatan texts touches variously & variedly 
upon ideal sovereign; state; politics; life-&-times; all aspects. 
The Islamic texts skirts past and state-politics-&-
statesmanship (मयादा पु षो म) = lays out only the ways of 
life (dry agro-met\nomadic focused). Such absence is 
interpreted by powers-that-be for self service 
(aggrandizement). Either prescribe the good & proscribe the 
bad.  Such heads need to alter. Not the sub-populations 
bombed & maimed.   

 Note-xii: Inter nation and intra nation contrasts being tacitly 
and tactically up-regulated 24 x 365.  

 Note - xiii: Discounted as Aviv’s internal assessment about 
Saudi is all negative. Predictably slippery. Regional hushed 
matter.     

 Note ivx–:  In Hindoo (unwavering) philosophy time & space 
has been extensively dwelt upon using mathematics, geometry 
and trigonometry to map the geom-&-cosmos; time in space 

and space in relation to time. Known as Sanatan Vigyan.  
Mythic characters have accordingly been apportioned space-
time arcs. Jewish scholars alike all others may be a free 
lessee.  

 Note xv–:  138 of the 193 United Nations (UN) members 
state have diplomatic relations with Palestinians.  

 Note-xvi: Psychoanalysis is necessary. https://www. 
jstor.org/stable/4325539 “Psychology and Colonialism...”. 

 Note-xvii:  (i) Avi Shlaim, Collision Across The Jordan : 
King Abdullah, The Zionist Movement And The Partition of 
Palestine, OXFORD Press, 1988 (ii) Uri Bar-Joseph, Uri, The 
Best of Enemies : Israel and Transjordan in The War of 1948. 
London, Frank Cass, 1987 (iii) Joseph Nevo, King Abdullah 
and Palestine : A Territorial Ambition(London : Macmillan 
Press, NY : St. Martin’s Press – 1996).  
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